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EPIGRAPH
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In addressing the issue of civil society participation, the World Summit for
Social Development, held in Copenhagen in 1995 proposed that the first
commitment about the creation of an economic, political, social, cultural and legal
environment should be to:
Reinforce, as appropriate, the means and capacities for people to
participate in the formulation and implementation of social and economic
policies and programmes through decentralization; open management of
public institutions and strengthening the abilities and opportunities of
civil society and local communities to develop their own organisations,
resources and activities. (Copenhagen Declaration and Programme of
Action, 1995)

This research paper highlights an effort towards realizing this
commitment.
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ABSTRACT

This research paper is a case study of participants' perceptions of their involvement in a
process of development planning undertaken by the community of Laborie on the island of St.
Lucia in the Eastern Caribbean. Participants are drawn from an overall sample determined by
case design theory and the boundaries of the case under investigation. During in-depth
interviews participants provide responses to questions on the authenticity of the participatory
process. Data from participants is validated through triangulation with evidence from a focus
group meeting and other documents and artifacts from the 3-year development planning process.
The research also investigates how participants' perceptions compare with participatory
approaches elucidated in the development literature.
Participants perceived that they were involved in a novel, holistic, growth-oriented and
· empowering process, which resulted in outcomes such as a Strategic Development Plan for
Laborie and the Laborie Development Foundation.
While acknowledging the perceived participatory nature of the process, the analyses
reflect the multiplicity of issues and perspectives on participation currently debated in the
literature. The research concludes that the approach used in Laborie signals a departure from
previous top-down development initiatives that can provide useful lessons for other communities
grappling with the issue of democratic governance. The research adds value to the literature on
new pluri-partite governance arrangements that seek to embrace civil society organizations and
launch a new era in state and civil society relations.
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CHAPTER I
II

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESEARCH QUESTION

''1
A.

I

Background Information

•

Participation has been the ''buzzword" in the development literature since the 1980s.
Emerging out of the discourse of the more recent development decades, participation has been
extended from the locus of organizational management into resource management initiatives that
require the involvement of stakeholders in the planning and implementation of projects with the
hope of achieving sustainable development. In recent times, it has been described as the
development orthodoxy (Cornwall 2003). Ellis cited in Jackson & Kassam (1998) report that
participatory methodology is used widely in the Caribbean and has been used by WAND, the
Women and Development Unit of the University of the West Indies to test a model of"bottomup" development. Generally, the methodology is used to involve community people in the
.planning, implementation and evaluation of development initiatives. In St. Lucia, the
participation phenomenon is increasingly being adopted by many government agencies.

On June 3, 2003, this researcher reconnected with an experience, which he and others in
the small community of Laborie on the southwestern coast of the island of St. Lucia in the
Eastern Caribbean had initiated during the period May 1999 to December 2002. The Laborie
Development Planning Committee (LDPC) facilitated this experience in "participatory
development planning" also referred to as "the process". As a direct result of this process the
Laborie Development Foundation Inc. (LDF), also referred to as the Foundation, was legally
incorporated as a not for profit entity on December 11, 2002 to oversee the implementation of
programmes and projects emanating from the development planning phase. It is within the

1

I

confines of this entity that the researcher served as an Interim Development Officer for the

' 1

period June 2003 to January 2004. Having been intimately involved in the process from which
the Foundation emerged, the researcher recognized the need during the first months of the
practicum experience to seek to validate some of the knowledge and experience developed

i
:

during what can aptly be described as an innovative and historic process. Innovative and historic
because it generated broad based debate on a small community's development needs for perhaps
the first time in the history of St. Lucia. Professor Neville Duncan argues that in the Caribbean,
"We don't talk enough to each other ... In all walks of life, governments in the Caribbean
countries do not make this a conscious effort, so that national plans are not genuinely based on

I.
••

what people want and need" (Keynote Address delivered at the Formal Launching Ceremony of
the Laborie Development Foundation Inc. December 21, 2003, Laborie, St. Lucia).

Duncan (2000) suggests that state actors in the Caribbean region are slowly accepting the
notion of other true representatives of people in communities and localities. Similar arguments
are proposed by Potter & Pugh (2001) and Renard (2003) who note that development planning in
St. Lucia, like in other Third World countries, is currently being driven by interests within the
"third sector" 1, and this has ensured greater concern for process and greater public involvement
even though government is reluctant to adopt the resulting plans. They further suggest that the
state has not fully exploited opportunities to build new legitimacy and that it has taken a removal
of government from planning as in the case of the discussions on a Systems Plan for Protected

1

"Third sector": Civil society entities that are neither government nor business, including associations, NGO's,
non-profits, advocacy groups, citizen groups, social movements, as well as associated cultures, norms, and social
values. (Source: http://www.georgetown.edu/centers/cdats)
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Areas (SPPA) in St. Lucia initiated by the St. Lucia National Trust (SLNT)2 to increase citizen's
involvement in planning.

The motivation to research this topic comes from a strong desire on the part of this
researcher for deeper understanding of the participatory process which generated the plans and
programmes that led to the publication of the SDPL in December 2001. Historically,
development planning in St. Lucia, as in other world regions, has been driven by the top-down
planning model in which projects were either implemented without the involvement of the
community for which they were intended or where the comm~ity was consulted about the
project after project managers had already decided on the details of project implementation
(Mazur & Tittola 1992 and Mosse 1993, in Gasteyer et al. 2002). Evidence of this can be found
in research conducted in the community of Anse-La-Raye in St. Lucia on public participation in
health-service provision, which concludes that community members were not involved in
initiating or making decisions about the community's health services. Feverier, Philogence &
Barnes (1983) report that decisions about these services were handed down from head offices
and participation was reduced to the community's utilization of these services (p. 43).

This research assesses a three-year process of participatory planning undertaken in a
small rural community in St. Lucia to get a clearer understanding of what 'participation' meant
to the participants in that process. It is a partial response to some of the issues in an agenda for
further inquiry identified by Gaventa and Valderrama (1999) that include questions such as: (a)
Who are the key actors? (b) Do they include the most vulnerable and marginalized? (c) What
are the consequences of increased participation in terms of changes in policy, improved

2

The SLNT developed a national Plan for protected areas after a 4-year participatory planning process to maintain
protected areas and the cultural patrimony of the island under special management status.
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governance and service delivery? An assessment of this nature requires the exploration of some
of the theoretical underpinnings of participation that will also take into consideration the current
:1

debate on the nexus between participation and social capital.

The participatory process, which led to the SDPL, was co-ordinated by the LDPC.
Reference has already been made to the historical predominance of the top-down model of
I',

planning in St. Lucia, and the LDPC was convened in May 1999 in response to what a few
community members perceived to be the dysfunctional nature of development planning in the
community. The specific circumstance which led to this response was the realisation that
sustainable development would not result from a one shot meeting convened a mere two months
'

prior to the annual debate on the (Government of St. Lucia (GOSL) estimates of expenditure for
development projects in the country. The LDPC was to be a catalyst, a multi-sectoral task force
that would facilitate broad based community involvement in development planning. Appendix
G is an excerpt from a publication of the LDPC, "LABNEWS", that was a medium for
disseminating information to the public. The July 2000 issue describes the make up of the
committee. A front-page article reports that approximately twenty-nine persons were involved in
LDPC discussions at that time. Members were drawn from sub-communities and community
· orgainsations, and were representative of social and economic sectors. The main function of the
LDPC as outlined in the newsletter were "to facilitate a process of research, consultation and
decision-making which would allow for the planned development of communities, and provide a
medium or mechanism through which the community could contribute to and guide such
planning."

Records from consultative workshops and seminars facilitated by the LDPC indicate that
over a three year period beginning May 1999 and ending December 2001, a number of

4
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community groups and individuals representing organizations, sectors and sub-communities in

!I

•

Laborie participated in a development planning process. During that period, four major
community consultations were held in the village of Laborie. In addition to this, four socioeconomic sector discussions were facilitated and sub-community meetings were held in the subcommunities of Banse-La Grace, Augier and Mac Diamed. One-on-one meetings and block
sessions with "unattached individuals"3, mainly Laborie Village youth were also held
intermittently. Government agency representatives maintained a presence in an observer and
advisory capacity at major consultations, and occasional meetings were also held with some of
these agencies.

The entire development planning process was managed by a core group of community
individuals and professionals from the LDPC with significant experience and knowledge in the
field of community development and, in some cases, natural resource management. Chambers
(1997) offers three basic characteristics that could be used in distinguishing professionals from
other persons in a community. These include extended education and training, livelihoods
gained in organizations where they interact and share the values of other professionals, and an
underlying ambition to be prosperous in all of their life undertakings (p. 33). While it is
important to remember that these so called professionals are themselves members of
organizations, sub-communities and socio-economic sectors within the greater Laborie
community, knowledge of these distinguishing characteristics are of significant importance to
later analyses in this research.

3

"Unattached individuals": members of the community, primarily unemployed youth, who are not members of
community organizations.
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B.

I

Research Questions
The research being reported in this paper was designed to initially clarify issues related to
,I

the definition of participation, and these issues are addressed in the literature review. However,
this case study seeks a holistic understanding of a situation of unique interest (Lynn, 1991),
which is the participatory planning process that led to the formulation of the SDPL, from the
perspective of participants. It departs from the suggestions made by Weekes-Vagliani (1994)
regarding the greater importance of identifying participants in the process and stresses instead an
understanding of the nature of the participatory process under scrutiny (p. 42). In order to
achieve this central purpose the researcher must focus on asking questions that elicit descriptive
information from participants' about their perceptions of the participatory process and the real
life context through which it occurred. All this will facilitate the unraveling of the true meaning
of participation and the participatory process experienced by the participants. Consequently, the
research questions that form the central purpose of this study are

1.

What are participants' perceptions of their involvement in the process of formulating a

I

strategic development plan for Laborie?
a. How were the participants involved in the process?
b. Was participation 'authentic' or 'tokenistic'?
c. What decision making structures were utilized and Why?
d. Were there levels of participation? Why?
2.

.

How do these perceptions compare with participatory approaches articulated in the literature?
a. Who were the architects of the specific participatory process under investigation?
b. Were they the grassroots persons or community elites?

6

C.

Conceptual Model
The framework for addressing these questions is adapted from a working model for

participatory Natural Resource Management (NRM) presented by Gasteyer et al. (2002), and
illustrated in Appendix A. It illustrates community action as the link between context, process
and impacts.

Context refers to the social, economic, political and natural conditions
(and networks) of a given community as it organizes for NRM, ...
process refers to what has been done in the community to develop and
carry out the NRM plan. . . . The impacts refer to the results of actions
and outputs or outcomes such as cleaner water or a more inclusive
process of decision-making ... (pp. 59-60)

Following this descriptive model, the research develops a model of context, process, outcomes
and impacts for assessing the consultative process in Laborie (See Figure I on page 7).

Organisations
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,-
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/
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'
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~I □ Literature Review
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I
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I

~

/

\

\

y

-----------'--------

I

-·:

PARTICIPATION
1
---□ What kind?
IMPACTS
---..... ---~: □ By whom?
~~~~
-Empowerment
: □ How? What Level
-Ownership
:
•
,,;I □ Why?
-Recognitron
1
_ __,.
I

➔

-Community participation
-Strategic Development Plan for Laborie
•
-Labone Development Foundation Inc.

----------------------------------

Laborie Community= Laborie Village, Banse - La Grace, Angier, Mac Diamed

Figure I : Conceptual Model for Participatory Development Planning adapted from Gasteyer et
al. (2001)
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Furthermore, the research aclmowledges the arguments ofBotes & Dan van Rensburg (2000) for
maintaining a balance between process and product since it is fundamentally an assessment of
the three-year participatory process that produced the SDPL and other outcomes.

Figure 2 below illustrates a process versus product models of community participation4.
Consequently, it is reasonable to assume from this illustration, that a departure from the
traditional mode of development emphasized in this research necessitates a process rather than a
product-oriented approach.

Process versus
roduct
Process less
important than
pr~duct
Process more
than product

Decision-making dynamics

Un~edying assumptions

Emphasis

Developer centred approach
characterized by top-down
decisions taken by
develo ment elite
People-centred approach
characterized by bottom-up
decisions taken by
community members and
their legitimate leaders

Rely on formal know-how and expertise to
resolve development problems in the shortest
possible time

Time and
product

The immediate resolution of a development
problem is less important than the way in
which the process of problem solving is taking
place - even if it requires a longer time. Build
on the saying 'It is the approach rather than
the outcome of the message that spells
success"

Participation,
consultation
and process

Figure 2: Illustration of Process versus Product in Community Participation

The conceptual model on page 7 incorporates this process approach. The model explains
the context for participation in Laborie as the availability of social capital (i.e. organizations,
networks of co-operation), a determination to reverse development planning from a top-down to
a bottom-up process that seeks to include rather than exclude the views of the majority of
community members. The processes through which this paradigm shift will be initiated are
community consultations and meetings with the members of the community representing

4

Source: Community Development Journal, 36(1), 2000 p. 52
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I

organizations and various socio-economic sectors. The model assumes that the process will lead
to specific outcomes and impacts. Assessment or verification of the process will be achieved
through the in-depth interviews, document reviews and artifacts.

•
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A.

Framing the Debate on Participation: Definition and Analysis
This chapter begins with the notion of a contextual definition of participation and

proceeds to draw on the variety of explanations of participationin development theory in order to
establish a framework for definition and analysis. The noun "participation" is defined as the act
or state of participating or sharing in common with others. Two synonyms of participation,
namely, "engagement" and "involvement" which are important to this discussion are also here

,,
I

defined. 5 "Involvement" implies the act of sharing in activities of a group or the condition of
sharing in common with others while; "engagement" involves the act of sharing in the activities
of a group or contact by fitting together, but it also has the negative connotation of "a hostile
meeting between two forces". For the purposes of this paper, the negative connotation is not
germane.
From a theoretical perspective, the World Bank Participation Sourcebook (1996) defines
participation as, "a process through which stakeholders influence and share control over
development initiatives and the decisions and resources affecting them" (p. 3). Research
conducted in the early 1980's in the rural community of Anse-La-Raye in St. Lucia offers a
definition of the concept of participation from the perspective of community members as ... the
community working together in planning, and implementing self-help activities for personal
development and community progress (Feverier, Philogence & Barnes 1983; p 40). Vieira da

5

Source: http/ website www.hyperdictionary.com.
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Cunha & Junho Pena (1997) comment that "participation is a form of social action that is
voluntary, rational and based on the belief that individuals or communities they represent have
joint interests that allow co-operative solutions, and that it is an instrument for negotiating
divergent interests" (p. 2). They add that participation does not eliminate losses but makes them
transparent and acceptable. Participation, specifically citizens' participation, is also
conceptualized as the intervention of private citizens with determined social interests in public
activities (Cunill, 1997 in Gaventa & Valderrama, 1999; p. 4.).

While aclmowledging the above definitions, Majid Rahnema cited in Sachs (2001) argues
for a further refining of the concept of "participation" to "popular participation" and describes it
in terms of an organized effort to empower the disenfranchised and oppressed. Assumptions
underlying this definition include the notion that (a) people's development can be promoted by
I'

ensuring that they have the opportunity to fully participate in activities related to their
development; (b) participation is justifiable not only because it expresses the will of the people
but because it is the only way for them to ensure that important, humanitarian, moral and socioeconomic objectives of development are attained; and (c) aspects of the current discourse on
development such as 'dialogical interaction', 'conscientization'(Friere 1990) and participatory
methodology facilitate the efforts of people to organise themselves to achieve their development
needs. The general consensus is that this is the only way to save development from degenerating
into a bureaucratic, top-down and dependency creating institution.

These preceding definitions of participation highlight the important point, that
participation involves sharing a process or phenomenon with others. It suggests some kind of
interaction. The issue being pursued in this research paper does not question the occurrence or
existence of some kind of interaction during the process of development planning which

11
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occurred in Laborie, but rather focuses on the quality of the interaction that occurred. It seeks to
determine whether participation was authentic or tokenistic. Determining whether participation
is authentic implies establishing how genuine, real, true, valid, actual, legitimate, bona fide,
indisputable or unadulterated the process of participatory planning was from the perceptions of
1.

participants in the process. Any labeling of the participatory planning process as tokenistic
would imply that the process was insignificant, empty, devoid of meaning, a mere gesture,
nominal, symbolic, perfunctory, so-called or in-name-only according to the perceptions of
participants.

It is important to arrive at some consensus on the participatory terminology being used in
this research paper. This will establish a clear definition of the topic being researched.
References to participatory approaches in this paper imply a process of interaction between local
and external people to arrive at decisions about their own development. Elements of
participatory approaches discussed in the literature (Gasteyer et al. 2002) relevant to this research
include; the specific context for participation, the diversity of perspectives, a collective vision,
facilitating neutral agents, encouraging.group inquiry, ensuring accountability, monitoring with
attention to outputs, impacts and outcomes, ensuring sustained and systematic learning and
evaluating participation in the context of the whole community. Community Driven
Development (CDD), which has similar aims, describes initiatives that aim to foster a
decentralized, participatory, and equitable development process in poor rural communities
through reliance on community-based organizations (Mansuri 2003). The SDPL identifies
participation as one of the strategies to be used in all its programs, activities and sectors and
conceptualizes this as ensuring that people at all levels be given the opportunity to participate in

12
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the processes of development. Participation, the document notes, is both a goal and an
instrument of the development process (Strategic Development Plan for Laborie 2001; p. 4).

While the definition of community driven development is to a greater extent
representative of the process of participation, which led to the production of the SDPL, some of
• l

the elements identified within the framework of participatory research such as context
specificity, diverse perspectives, collective vision, facilitation by neutral agents and group

Ii
inquiry are also relevant. These elements provide the environment for a participatory
development process which is holistic, inclusive and which builds local capacity for driving
sustainable development initiatives. Consequently, the terms "participation", "community driven
development" and "popular participation" all discussed in the definition of participation will be

,:

used synonymously throughout this research paper and will describe community involvement
and ownership of the decision-making processes utilized during the development planning
process.

B.

Participation: A Postmodern Perspective
Research has shown that local people can contribute extremely important information to

community projects during their conceptualization or design phase since they have place-based
experiential knowledge about local conditions and interrelationships (Majid Rahnema cited in
Sachs 2001; Chambers 1997). Snider (1998) cited in Bogason (2001) argues that people
socialize their life by experience and this facilitates the generation of ideas (p. 180). It follows
therefore that lived experiences (participation) is critical to the success of development
processes. Esteva and Prakesh (1998) ask critical questions. "What kinds of worlds are being
created at the grassroots? Are the people involved in transforming the dominant institutions to

13
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improve them, or to replace them? And, what types of new institutions are they creating?" (pp.
11-12). These questions are addressed to that sphere of social life in communities, which
embodies civil society and organizes itself autonomously, and which has previously been
referred to as the "third sector" as opposed to that sphere which is established or directly
controlled by the state. The aim is not to assume positions of power but to be empowered. This
research project is being approached from a critical social science or postmodern perspective. It
seeks to replicate the unfolding post modem epic at the grassroots through the recognition of a
wide collection of culturally diverse initiatives, perspectives, world views and struggles of
individuals in the third world who are pioneering radical post modem paths (Esteva & Prakesh
1998; Rohmann 1999).

This perspective contests the top-down, ethnocentric and technocratic approach to
development which treats people and cultures as abstract concepts and renders development a
force of utter destruction to third world communities (Escobar 1995; p. 44). A postmodern
paradigm while acknowledging the impact of these approaches to development, also recognizes
the rich context of the majority of third world communities. This richness is a function of the
human and social capital that exists in these communities. Development practitioners argue that
"participation oflocal populations" is a critical element in determining the success of
development projects and that it can only occur where active local level support exists
(Chambers 1997; Pyhala 2002). When community residents are aware of the need for social
change, they are motivated to not only pressure the government for resources, but also to
participate in the design of interventions (Mitlin & Thompson, 1995). This motivation helps
ensure active participation in every stage of the planning process. Finally, Probst et al.. (2000)
warn that assessing the quality of participation is an extremely difficult undertaking. They
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recommend an assessment strategy that involves the analysis of participatory research
approaches according to some key variables, namely
1.

Epistemological assumptions (participatory approaches are constructivist. Actors
construct their own reality rather than accept the positivist notion of absolute truth)

2.

Research objectives (participatory approaches are used principally to generate knowledge
and a better understanding of complex processes)

3.

Research methods (the research methodology used - primarily qualitative)

4.

Types of participation (whether collegial, collaborative, consultative or contractual)

5.

Roles of 'external' versus 'local' actors and their involvement

6.

Procedures and or processes used

These variables place the arguments for pursuing participatory development squarely within the
postmodern paradigm, since they facilitate a discourse on development which allows for a

,I
I

plurality of perspectives and perceptions and the involvement of multiple constituencies.

C.

Participation and Social Capital
In recent times, researchers have argued that the existence of strong elements of social

and human capital in a community facilitates participatory processes and community
development initiatives. Coleman (1988); Durstan (1999); Kliksberg (1999); Lin (2001);
Mubangizi (2003); Narayan (1999); Portes (1998); Putman 2000 and Woolcock (2001) all
concur that social capital can be defined as norms and networks that facilitate collective action.
Development prospers where people have strong ties of association with each other. A society
with high levels of reciprocity and networks of association has the capacity for high levels of cooperation and tolerance for synergy (Putman 2000). Woolcock (2001), Narayan (1999) and
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Mubangizi (2003), all link social capital to the concepts of social exclusion and inclusion, and
challenge the criticism that social capital neglects the existence of differential power relations.
Their arguments are based on the assertion that a social capital perspective recognizes that the
networks of participation are created and maintained by powerful vested interests, but that
marginalized groups themselves possess unique social resources that can be used as a basis for
overcoming their exclusion, and as a mechanism to gain access to decision-making structures.

While human capital is embodied in individuals, social capital is distinctively grounded
in community relationships (Coleman 1988; Pierre Bourdieu in Portes 1998) and is increasingly
seen as a useful tool for understanding the role of relations and networks in social and economic
development, and as a catalyst for community development efforts. de Berry (1999) asserts that
the recognition of the importance of social capital is an acknowledgement of a source of
indigenous resources that might be consolidated for development. Social capital can also be
useful according to the extent to which it defines different levels of relationships; for example, a
network of relationships within a particular grouping on one level and on the other, networks of
relationships across organizations, institutions and communities within a particular setting.
Narayan (1999) and Putman (2000) differentiate between the two by referring to the network or
relationships within groups as ''bonding capital" and those that reinforce external or outward
looking networks that extend across organizations, institutions and communities as "bridging
capital".

This research hopes to assess the participatory process by analyzing the perceptions of
participants during the three-year process that led to the compilation of the SDPL from the
perceptions of participants themselves to determine whether the process was meaningful to them.

An investigation of this nature is relevant because the literature suggests that "participation" is a
16

complex, multi dimensional and multifaceted process. The discourse on social capital is
therefore of critical importance to this analysis.

D.

Participation: Some Issues and Perspectives
This paper aims to unravel the intricacies underlying the participatory process by

exploring various issues and perspectives on "participation. Escobar (1995) contends that there
is a permanent disjuncture between the rational frameworks that development practitioners use
and promote and the elusive social reality in communities of the poor on which they seek to have
impact. He refers to the politics of representation and the complexity of accountable,
participatory development as forces in opposition. Max Weber has quite astutely observed,
"People voluntarily seek engagement in social relations. They want to be active participants in
the community development planning process" (Weber 1964 in Vieira da Cunha & Junho Pena
1997). Mitlin & Thompson (1995) extend the discussion further by describing participatory
approaches as a mechanism for facilitating higher levels of participation in which local people
maintain significant control over the development process and among other things, achieve
community control over resource allocation and planning processes (p. 235). There is however,
a dichotomy between the desire for participation and what actually occurs in the field. Cornwall
(2000) cited in Brock and McGee (2002) comments on the nexus between participation and
development and suggests that much of what is heralded as participation is merely a technical fix
that leaves inequitable global and local relations of power and with it, the root causes of poverty
unchallenged. Gasteyer et al.. (2002) report that when individuals or organizations engage in
behavior to change a local situation the catalyst for this engagement is the existence of a problem
related to human activity and an environment which supports the search for alternatives to this
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problem (p. 57). However, the existence of a problem does not in any way presuppose that the
resulting engagement will be socially inclusive (involving participation from all social actors).
Vieira da Cunha and Junho Pena (1997) offer the following description of participation.
A social act that evolves from a pre-existing set of social relations . . . a
conservative, pragmatic form of social action, which in addressing local
situations allocates costs and benefits according to pre-existing power
structures. . . . As a means of social change participation raises as many
questions as it answers (p. 2).

They argue however, that there is great value in pursuing a participatory agenda because it is a
means by which one can acquire new rights. There is consensus in the development field on the
view that a simple relay of information to a community that a problem exists is not representative
of participation (Chambers 1997). The literature suggests that the process must be extended to
one in which community members are engaged in the participatory planning process (Gasteyer et
al.. 2002) or in the process of identifying the problem.

Key disadvantages of pursuing participatory approaches to community development have
been outlined by Cooke & Kothari (2001) who note that the process can be time consuming,
costly and risky in terms of not producing the desired results while requiring substantial resource
investments and commitment. Others (Botes & van Rensburg 2000; Kraak 1998;WeekesVagliani 1994) attest that community participation is nebulous. Kraak (1998) comments that
participation is a de-conceptualized virtue which makes excellent developmental sense, but it is
neither an unqualified moral prerequisite nor an absolute condition to successful development.
J

The reciprocal issues of power and ownership need to be considered when defining
"participation": Who is participating in whose process, or according to Chambers (1997), whose
reality counts? Issues in the literature regarding this important consideration highlight the view
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that local "elites" are sometimes guilty ofrailroading the participatory process. Chambers
(1997) and Kraak (1998) allude to two vexing issues:
1.

I ,

The dominance of local communities and their representative organizations by relatively
vocal and ambitious people who seek to align participatory imperatives with their own
personal agendas for hegemonic purposes.

2.

The presence of multiple interest groups in community development forums of the nature
being discussed in this research paper who seek to use these opportunities to pursue other

.

interests.
In such contexts it is extremely difficult to develop an institutional or decision-making

mechanism that can satisfactorily capture these ever shifting dynamics. This brings to question
the realisation of the "ideal of participation" which is being suggested as an absolute for
successful development. An approach which should be given due consideration is to develop
from the literature; a paradigm for participatory development planning that is comparable to the
specific context of this research. In pursuing this approach, consideration must be given to
impediments to community participation and alternatively, guidelines for promoting community
participation suggested by Botes and van Rensburg (2000). Cooke and Kothari (2001)
summarize these arguments in proposing four elements of the concept of participatory planning
present in the literature that must be neutralized to enable the process to achieve its aims.
1.

The shaping of knowledge by local power relations

2.

The expression of outsider agendas as local knowledge

3.

Local collusion in the planning proces~

4.

Direct manipulation of people's planning by project agents.
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E.

Participatory Approaches to Development Planning
How does one assess community participation in the planning process within a qualitative

research paradigm? It seems useful to first identify the conditions desirable for community
participation in the planning process and use these conditions to determine the authenticity of the
process. Following-this one can develop a framework or typology of participation that addresses
the questions regarding the quality of participation and the ownership of participatory processes.

The Ohio State University Fact Sheet on community development reports that citizens
will voluntarily participate in a community activity when they: (a) See positive benefits to be

,I
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gained (b) Have an appropriate organizational structure available to them for expressing their
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interests (c) See some aspect of their way of life threatened (d) Feel committed to be supportive
of that activity (e) Have better knowledge of an issue or situation; and (f) Feel comfortable in a
group. Jenkins et al. (2002) cite Davies (2001) and Lowndes et al. (2001b) who allude to factors
that promote participation such as (a) the nature of social activism and the issue or issues and
participatory techniques involved; (b) individual and group requirements; and (c) the costs and
benefits of involvement.

One cannot however discuss participatory frameworks without reviewing the seminal
work of Amstein (1969) cited in Bray (1999) who developed a "Ladder of Participation".
Amstein's concern is with the extent to which the process allows citizens to make binding
decisions. She argues that consultation is merely a degree of tokenism and that the upper rungs
of the ladder representing partnerships provide a more effective route to citizen empowerment
and ultimately, authentic participation (p. 121). Her analysis distinguishes between the lowest
level of participation which is describes as "non-participation", "degrees of tokenism" (that
include informing and consulting), and the highest level termed "degrees of citizen power"
20
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which represents partnership, the delegation of power and citizen control as illustrated in
AppendixB.

In a recent study on current practice and attitudes to local government Lowndes et al.
(2001a) cited in Jenkins et al. (2002) address the issue oflevels of participation by presenting a

h

framework of"forms of participation". Figure 3 is an adaptation of the framework that
emphasizes those forms of participation that are relevant to this specific research. Similarly,

'I

Probst et al. (2000) cite Biggs (1989) who describe different types of participation according to
varying degrees of involvement in and control of processes of decision making as presented in
Figure 4.

Figure 3: Framework of Forms of Participation
Traditional
methods
Forums

Consultative
innovations
Deliberative
innovation

Techniques, which have a long history of use and include public meetings, consultation
documents, co-option of community or voluntary group representatives to council committees and
Question and Answer sessions.
Forums bring together individuals or representatives concerned with specific issues (e.g. health)
or have a shared background or interest (e.g. ethnic minorities). Examples include service user
forums, area or neighborhood forums (around e.g. regeneration).
New methods, which seek to consult citizens on particular issues rather than engage them in a
continuing dialogue. Examnles include interactive web sites, citizens' panels and referenda.
New methods, which encourage citizens to reflect on issues affecting them and their communities
through some form of deliberative process. Focus groups, Community Planning or visioning
exercises, user management and citizens' juries all fall within this category.
Adapted from the Original Source Lowndes et al... (2001a) cited in Jenkins et al... (2002)

Figure 4: Types of Participation - I
Contractual
Participation
Consultative
Participation
Collaborative
Participation
Collegiate
Participation

One social actor has sole decision making power over most of the decisions taken in an
innovation process, and can be considered the 'owner' of this process.
Most of the key decisions are kept with one stakeholder group, but emphasis is put on
consultation and gathering information from others, especially for identification of the
Constraints, opportunities, priority setting and/or evaluation.
Different actors collaborate and are put on a more equal footing, emphasizing linkage through
an exchange of knowledge, different contributions and a sharing of decision-making power
during the innovation process.
Different actors work together as colleagues or partners. 'Ownership' and responsibility are
equally distributed among the partners, and decisions are made by agreement or consensus
among all actors.
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Figure 5: Types of Participation- II
Mode of
Participation

Type of Participation

Co-opted

Tokenism and/or manipulation; representatives are
chosen but have no real power or input.
Tasks are assigned, with incentives. Outsiders
decide the agenda and direct the process
Local opinions are sought. Outsiders analyze data
and decide on the course of action
Local people work together with outsiders to
determine priorities. Responsibility remains with
outsiders for directing the process.
Local people and outsiders share their knowledge
to create new understanding and work together to
form action plans with outside facilitation
Local people set the agenda and mobilize to carry
it out, utilizing outsiders NOT as initiators or
facilitators, but as determined by the local people.

Co-operating
Consulted
Collaborating

Co-learning

Collective
Action

Outsider
Control

Potential for
Sustainability, Local
Action & Ownership

- --·
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F'1gure 6 Typo Iogyo fPart'1c1pa
Passive
Participation
Participation in
information
2ivin2
Participation by
consultation

Participation
for incentives

Functional
Participation

Interactive
Participation

Selfmobilization

People participate by being told what is going to happen or has already happened - a unilateral
announcement by the administrators or managers of a project without any listening to people's
responses. The information being shared belongs only to external professionals.
People participate by answering questions posed by extractive researches using questionnaire
surveys or similar approaches. People do not have the opportunity to influence proceedings, as
the findings of the research are neither shared nor checked for accuracy.
People participate by being consulted, and external agents listen to views. These external
agents define both problems and solutions and may modify these in the light of people's
responses. Such a consultative process does not concede any share in decision-making, and
professionals are under no obligation to take on board people's views.
People participate by providing resources, for e.g. labour, in return for food, cash, or other
material incentives. Agricultural research falls in this category, as farmers provide the fields
but are not involved in the experimentation or the process of learning. It is very common to see
this called participation, yet people have no stake in prolonging activities when the incentives
end.
People participate by forming groups to meet predetermined objectives related to the project,
which can involve the development or promotion of externally initiated social organisation.
Such involvement does not tend to be at early stages of project cycles or planning, but rather
after major decisions have been made. These instructions tend to be dependent on external
initiators and facilitators, but may become self-dependent.
People participate in joint analysis, which leads to action plans and the formation of new local
institutions or the strengthening of existing ones. It tends to involve interdisciplinary
methodologies that seek multiple perspectives and make use of systemic and structured
learning processes. These groups take control over local decisions, and so people have a stake
in maintaining structures or practices.
People participate by taking initiative independent of external institution to change systems.
They develop contacts with external institutions for resources and technical advice they need,
but retain control over how resources are used. Such self-initiated mobilization and collective
action may or may not challenge existing inequitable distribution of wealth and power.
Source: Prettv et al. (1995)
"l
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The "Transitions" issue of April 2002, a quarterly publication of the Advocates for Youth
Organization in California, offers a descriptive model of participation on page 22. It places the
process on a continuum according to modes of and corresponding types of participation which
indicate who controls the participatory process and the actual outcomes and impact of
participatory processes.

Finally, Pretty (1994) cited in Pretty et al. (1995) offers perhaps the most relevant
typology of participation. It illustrates the participatory process on a continuum from passive
participation to self-mobilization. The first four levels of the typology illustrate noninvolvement to weak levels of involvement while the remaining three suggest increasing levels
of autonomy with regard to decision making on the part of participants. Pretty' s model has been
reproduced on page 22 to facilitate comparison with those previously presented.

The use of these models and frameworks will guide the discussions on participants'
perceptions of the participatory planning process in which they were involved. The aim is to
provide literary support for the ensuing discourse that will address issues regarding the quality of
participation, the location of participants in the process; decision-making structures utilised, and
include perceptions of empowerment and ownership of the results of the process. It may also
encompass the debate on whether participation is elitist, that is, involving consultation amongst
leaders; or exclusionary, which suggest consultation with a minority of stakeholders.

The conclusions drawn from this research could be used to inform participatory
development processes in Laborie, St. Lucia and in the wider Eastern Caribbean region, where
community ownership of the development planning process needs to be demystified. Majid
Rahnema cited in Sachs (2001) presents some basic assumptions underlying participatory
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approaches to development supported by Goulet (1989), Stiglitz (1999) and Weekes-Vagliani
(1994). They include
1.

Obstacles to peoples' development can be overcome by involving them in their own
development activities and allowing them to think through and dialogue about
(conscientization; Friere, 1990) solutions to the many problems they face.

2.

The justification for participation lies in the fact that it expresses the will of the majority
and is the singular most effective means of ensuring the attainment of the moral,
humanitarian, social, cultural and economic objectives of more efficient, meaningful and
lasting development.

Research reports highlight the need for "community participation" to result in the empowerment
of communities. Chapman et al. (2001) and Probst et al. (2002) concur on the recognition that
communities have the capacity to influence the decisions that directly impact their day-to-day
•11

lives.
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The preceding paragraphs represent an attempt to review the literature on participation to
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identify those arguments and parameters within which the literary themes on participatory
development are located. Generally, the literature review emphasizes the following themes
reflected in the research design - participation and participatory processes, social capital and
outcomes and impacts of participation. The discussion has extended from a basic understanding
of the concept of participation to the deeper arguments surrounding the authenticity and
theoretical underpinnings of the participatory process. This extensive review was undertaken in
an effort to establish the basis for exploring the perceived meaning of participation for
participants in the development planning process that resulted in the formulation of the SDPL.
The researcher used these arguments to first identify and extract the various themes for data
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presentation and then to discuss participants' perceptions. Following this, the arguments
regarding the nexus between participation and social capital and inter alia the pros and cons of
the various participatory approaches were used to negotiate the discussions regarding how
participants perceptions compared with participatory approaches articulated in the literature.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A.

Design
Case study design was suited to the research being undertaken because it facilitated a data

collection process that provided richness and depth of information not usually offered by other
methods. By facilitating the analysis of a social situation over a three year period and capturing
as many variables as possible (see Conceptual Model on page 7), the case study design helped
explain how a complex set of circumstances came together to produce a particular manifestation.
During the case study, the researcher carried out an exploration of a system that was bounded by
time and place using detailed, in-depth data from multiple context-specific sources (Stake 1995;
Cresswell 1998). Placing the case in context involved situating the case within its physical,
social, historical and economic setting. During the case research, the "emic" views (insider
I

views or views of the participants) took precedence. The case study design was also chosen
because it lent itself to asking the how and why questions that provided the greater level of
understanding (Yin 2003). Generalizations were all aimed at expressing improved understanding
of the participatory process of development planning. The case study allowed for an
interpretation of this process and the research in general - the aim was to thoroughly understand
(Stake 1995) by means of a progressive focus on the issues relevant to the case.
For example, one of the methods used in a study on the Scottish Public's perception of
their role in planning in Scotland was the case study approach. The driving force behind the
decision to utilize this approach was the "need to understand the involved- (those who had
interacted with the planning process) and the uninvolved- (those who are unlikely to participate
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and who felt alienated from the planning process) within their actual context (Jenkins et al.
2002). The unique strength of the case study was its ability to incorporate multiple sources of
data such as documents, artifacts, interviews and observations (Yin 2003). All these sources

I

were accessed and helped the researcher gain a diverse perspective on the case.

I

The case investigated was Laborie, a rural community in St. Lucia, which encompasses
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the sub-communities ofLaborie Village, Banse-La Grace (actually two small rural hamlets as
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shown in Appendix D), Mac Diamed (also written as Mac Domel or Mac Jomel), and Augier
(see Appendix D). A small rural community struggling to survive economically, with
agriculture, fishing and jobs in the industrial and service sectors being the most visible economic
activities but where the population is resilient and the sense of community and organization are
omnipresent. The most recent population figures made available to the LDPC by the St. Lucia
Government Statistics Department revealed that in 1998, the population of Laborie was 8,630
persons. This represented an increase of fourteen percent over the last published census figures
of 1991 and reflected an increase of approximately two percent per annum on average. The
population structure remained relatively unchanged from that of 1991, with over fifty percent
being under twenty years of age and ten percent over sixty. Overall, there were less than one
percent more males than females. There were also more young males than females but more
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females than males at the higher age levels.

i

6

Anderson (1991) argues, "Communities are to be distinguished, not by their falsity or
genuineness but by the way they are imagined" (p. 6). This concept of imagined communities is
an extension of the definition of "nation" suggesting that while the majority of members of a

6

Source: St. Lucia Government Statistics Department, St. Lucia; See Appendix E
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community, like a nation may never interact with each other, in their minds they share a
communion with each other. Therefore, the definition of community that guides the discussions

I"

in this research is based on the political-constituency boundaries but anticipates the
inconsistencies regarding the geographic and political boundaries of the sub-community of
Augier. For this reason, it is also likened to a definition discussed by de Berry (1999), which
acknowledges the concept of geographical space, but recognizes the use and role of community
in people's experiences. For instance what members of a community share with each other and
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how they symbolically (or imaginatively) distinguish themselves and their communities from
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others. Stake (1995) describes this as an integrated system in which the parts may be
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dysfunctional in terms of the initiatives they undertake, but the system is integrated nonetheless.
A community represents a mix of people and processes, but it is people who have the propensity

"I

to participate.

i

I

I
This was the context for the exploration of the participatory development planning
process that took place during the period 1999-2002 and which led to production of the SDPL
and the identification of the variables "participation", "popular participation" or "community
participation". The first and only obligation was to understand, or at least achieve a greater level
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of understanding of, the specific instance in which the participatory process was used in
development planning: the 3-year process which led to the formulation of a Strategic
Development Plan for Laborie from the participants' own perspective.

i
I

B.

I

Sampling Procedures
Since the case study being undertaken was an intrinsic case, the sampling procedures

were almost predetermined and were guided by parameters of the research design. Participants
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were limited to those persons who were actually involved in the development planning process in
the community of Laborie on a persistent and consistent basis. Records of attendance at major
consultations and meetings ((See Appendix J) were used to identify those participants.
Participants were then categorized according to sub-communities, socio-economic sectors and
organizations, and a short list of eighteen (18) contacted for interviewing. Twelve (12) core
planning committee members were short listed for the focus group discussions. The inclusion of
focus groups in the design provided a mechanism for drawing upon the attitudes, feelings, beliefs
and experiences ofrespondents that the interaction in a group setting allowed. Focus groups also
facilitated the exploration of consensus on issues (Gibbs 1997; p. 3). The researcher had
originally planned on using three focus group sessions with sub communities, but a within case
sampling decision was made which resulted in an alteration of the design. Consequently, the
idea of focus groups in the sub-communities was replaced with one focus group meeting with
core members of the LDPC as noted in the previous section. The justification and the
expectation for this action was that a large quantity of data of an extremely high quality would be
obtained from the participants, but that data from key managers of the participatory process,
which would be significant to the research, would not be collected in the absence of this
particular focus group. Furthermore since some of the key participants were from subcommunities, ultimately the data they supplied would be representative of the perceptions of
these sub-communities. Time was also a reason for this alteration.
,,
I

While the attendance at the consultations which took place over the three-year period
involved many participants, the in-depth and elaborate investigation, data collection and analyses
required by a qualitative research design did not permit the involvement of a large number of
participants; hence the reason for selecting a limited number of participants. The focus was on
>
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the quality of data gathered and not the quantity. Case study research seeks to qualify data to
draw meaning; not to determine meaning from quantity of data. This sampling method used is
termed purposive sampling (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Cresswell 1998). It matched the design
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since the phenomenon studied was embedded in a single social setting (Laborie) with sub-
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settings such as organizations and/or sectors represented by their individual members. The
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boundaries of the case were those of the community. In this particular instance the boundaries
were synonymous with the political or constituency boundaries. All participants were
H.
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representatives of organizations, socio-economic sectors and sub-communities of Laborie.
However, the sampling process was also theory driven as the researcher had to make within case
sampling decisions related to participant selection (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Ultimately, the
concern was to get to the condition(s) under which the construct "participation" had occurred.

C.

Data Collection
I

I

'

Ii ,

The research followed Jenkins et al. (2002) in using individual in-depth interviews.

I
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Contrary to the Jenkins et al. (2002) study, however, this research focused specifically on the
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involved since it was an intrinsic case study and the aim was to assess their participation in a
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development planning process over the three-year period. It was anticipated that in-depth
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interviews would provide the data for analysis of the perceptions of these participants. This type
11

of interview method helped elicit the participants' worldviews by developing categories or topics
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to explo:r:e while remaining open to pursuing topics raised by the participant (Rossman & Ralis
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1998). In-depth interviews were used to ensure that the researcher covered all issues pertinent to
the case during the interview session. The interview guide (see Appendix H) used by Jenkins et
al. (2002) in their research entitled "Getting Involved in Planning: Perceptions of the Wider
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Public" was used as a framework to guide the development of the 'interview guide' for this
particular research exercise (See Appendix I). One pilot interview was conducted on December
6 and the results of this interview were used to make as few minor adjustments to the interview
guide. This was done to ensure that the researcher covered all the necessary questions during the
I 11°

interview.

Out of the twelve core planning committee members short-listed for the focus group
meeting five were present on the day and provided data during a seventy-five minute meeting coordinated by the researcher. The remaining core committee members were either absent from
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state or unable to attend the session. Over a period of four weeks, data was collected from
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sixteen (16) participants but one interview was lost due to technical problems with the miniature
tape recorder. Transcription of the data was extremely time consuming and was limited to
twelve participants.

The data was then cross-examined through a process of triangulation with data gathered
from the focus-group meeting. Interaction between participants was critical to the technique
used for the focus group meeting, as people often need to listen to others' opinions and
understandings before forming their own (Rossman & Ralis 1998). Data from archival records
such as formal addresses, minutes of meetings, attendance records, audio and videotapes of
meetings (once they are available), and Artifacts such as photographs were also used for
purposes of triangulation. These represented both data that was accumulated during the threeyear consultative process leading to the SDPL and data compiled during the actual research
process. Triangulation of data limited the effect that the biases of any one informant might have
imposed on the research.
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The researcher had initially decided to work with an assistant for greater effectiveness in
recording the interview process but due to the limited amount of time available to train this
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assistant and the minor alterations in the design from three to one focus group session, the idea
was shelved. Proper procedures were followed in that written consent was sought and received
from every participant. The researcher also sought and received permission prior to interviews
and the focus group meeting to record the proceedings. A miniature tape recorder was used for
recording interviews and this along with a digital video camera was used during the focus group
meeting. Minor technical difficulties experienced with the miniature tape recorder were solved
quickly enough to prevent any significant disruption of the process. The actual data collection
period lasted a period of four weeks from December 8 to December 29, 2003.

D.

Data Analysis Procedures
Once the data collection process was completed, the researcher transcribed the data from

the interviews and used a case analysis method to identify codes, main themes, impressions and
summary statements about participants' perceptions of the participatory planning process. Time

i

.:

and resources did not permit the use of qualitative data analysis software, which was not readily
available in St. Lucia, so the analysis was carried out manually. Following this, initial
explanations and hypotheses about these perceptions were formulated, including alternative
interpretations of them.

The next steps in the process involved displaying the data to allow for the drawing of
conclusions. This process was guided by the case of the conceptual model (Figure 1) presented
on page 7. In this specific research exercise, and following Miles and Huberman (1994), this
entailed aligning the participants' perceptions with specific research questions. Participants'
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perceptions were presented in the form of codes, extended text, vignettes7 and quotations, which
represented descriptions of the processes experienced in the case. They were then presented in
the form of a narrative, story-like structure that preserved their chronological flow and was
representative of the perceptions of some of the key actors in the process.

This summed up the first phase of the data analysis exercise, after which the researcher
began the data reduction process. Data reduction involved combining or merging themes,
clustering or grouping themes and then conceptualizing or developing metaphors with those that
had similar patterns or meanings. The result of this process was the categorization and
aggregation of data into more complex levels of abstraction to facilitate comparison and contrast
of participants' perceptions as they related to this specific case. At this stage the researcher also
used this form of data to note relations between variables. The process also involved checking
for representativeness, researcher effects, and negative evidence all in an effort to ensure that the
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research findings were objective, internally valid, and reliable before drawing any conclusions.
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Vignettes: Short literary descriptions used in qualitative research to present participants' perceptions or definitions
of situations- in their own terms. (Source: Social Research Update, Dept. of Sociology, University of Surrey: UK,
Summer 1999)
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CHAPTER IV

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

A.

Presentation of Data

•I

I
1.

Pre-amble

After completing the tedious and extensive process of transcribing twelve (12) of the
I

interviews with participants, and the focus group meeting with five (5) core committee members

,I

of the LDPC, the researcher determined that sufficient data had been gathered to commence the
data analysis process. Based on theoretical perspectives elucidated in the literature review and
the research questions, the following themes were developed:
1. Architects of participation or involvement
2. Kind of participation or involvement
3. Level of participation or involvement
4. Decision making structures facilitating participation and involvement
5. Level of satisfaction with participation or involvement·
6. Barriers to participation or involvement
7. Outcome of participation or involvement
8. Impact of participation or involvement
These themes are used in this section to present the data gathered from all the interviews and the
focus group session. However, it is important to note that there is a certain level of overlap
among the various themes.

At this point, the researcher finds it important to briefly discuss the importance of
participants' perceptions to this research. During one of the consultations preceding the

.,
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formulation of the SDPL, an observer and representative of the state information services, GIS,
offered some advice in support of understanding participants' perceptions by stating,

"Perceptions may be stronger than the information or the fact about a situation, once they
become engrained in one 's consciousness". These arguments were made against the backdrop
of discussions on the true meaning of "consultation". The official further remarked that
"Consultation has to really imply getting people to make an input into a
process. It's not simply coming with information to them and getting
them to endorse the information, which you have. So in a sense you need
to identify two things: (a) What are the existing perceptions or
knowledge levels of these persons about what you 're doing or what
you 're saying; and, (b) What are you going to tell them? And naturally
there may be gaps between the perceptions on the one hand and the new
knowledge on the other hand, and the purpose of the consultation is to
close that gap as much as possible ... ... so we really need to build in or
trying to pick up information about perceptions, and I always emphasize
perceptions because perceptions may be stronger than the information or
the fact about the situation. Because somebody might perceive you as a
crook and no matter what you try to tell them that you 're not a crook,
they'll perceive you for your whole life as a crook, and they may have
some reason to develop that perception. ,,a
I,

The preceding discussion strengthens the arguments for the use of participants' perceptions as a
major element of the data for assessing the three-year process that led to the formulation of the
SDPL.

2.

Data Presentation by Themes
(a)

Architects of participation and involvement

The following summary statements, notes and codes from the interviews and the focus
group meeting provided data on the initial stages of the process, and gave some indication that
the process was managed by a small group of community persons:

8

Source: Laborie Development Planning Committee Consultation No. 3, Laborie, St. Lucia; August 5, 2000
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"Started back in I 9n"
"Comfort 2000 Project"
"Core committee"
"Committee ... Core persons heading"
"Co-ordinator"
"Skillful facilitator"
"Good leadership, guidance and direction"
"Persons appointed"
"Persons volunteered"
"You10

...

You were the head"

"We11 had all types ofpeople ... We tried."

"Invited to join the group ... invitation by letter"
"The Convener"
"Overseer of the project"
ii

I

Participants in the focus group meeting developed the concept of "concentric circles" in Figure 7
on page 37 to describe the structures that facilitated broad-based participant involvement in the
decision-making process leading to the SDPL. The innermost circle represents the "core
committee" that managed the development planning process, the outer circle "participants at the
consultations or broad participation at the level of the community'', and the middle circle, "coordination at the level of the LDPC with representation from all sub-communities and socio-

9

Comfort 2000 Project: A GOSL sponsored project that sought to foster greater community participation in projects
aimed at enhancing the lives ofresidents in communities around St. Lucia.
10

The word "You" is typed in bold text to emphasise the fact that it is a reference to the researcher's involvement in
the co-ordination of consultations and deliberations leading to the SDPL.
11
Likewise the word "We" is typed in bold text to emphasise the fact that it is a reference to the co-ordinators of the
consultative process leading to the SDPL.
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economic sectors". The consensus was that the direction of influence was from the outer circle
to the inner circle.

Development Planning
Committee Meetings

Figure 7: Concentric Circles

1

111

(b)

Kind of participation or involvement

Regarding the 'kind of participation', participants interviewed reported that they were
able to air their views freely. The following summary statements, quotes and codes
corresponded to this theme:
"Was able to air views freely'
'Everyone was free to give their views and share their experience"
"Thrashed-out ideas"
"Learning from the grassroots"
"Group discussion"
"Community oriented"
"Different persons from different sectors discussing different things"

37
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"Didn 't feel inferior"
"Enough opportunity was provided"
"One-on-one"
"The main thrust of the activity was to ensure that everyone form every
walk of life is heard ... has an equal voice"
"A process where ... ... everybody at any level is allowed to participate"
"The heart of the community sitting down meeting after meeting
discussing issues and coming up with a final document"
"More or less like chatting about your own community"
"Everybody was receptive to what the other person had to say"
"Everybody was free to make a contribution"
"Was able to speak out"
"Wider view"
"I didn 't feel left out"
"Was able to air my views without hindrance"
" ... really active, making suggestions"
"... educating persons about what exactly the plan & process is all
about"
" ... very involved in terms of getting the plan where it is today"
"We share views/ideas together ... "
"... discussing, querying, critiquing issues ... making my voice concerns
heard"
" ... persons were there ... arguing ... critiquing"
"... look at things in a large base . .. that everybody is sharing their
views"
" ... listen to people's different views on things"
"One of the things I get from Laborie was the way the meeting was being
conducted ... here (in Augier) ifI am the leader and I suggest something,
people don't argue with me they just follow it ... but in Laborie it was a
discussion "
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The focus group meeting reported that ample opportunity was provided for persons to participate
in the consultative process. Some of the views expressed at the focus group meeting that can be
I'

I

aligned to this research theme included:
"Formal and informal meetings outside ofphysical structures"
"Group sessions"
"One-on-one sessions"
"Planning with - not planning for"
'More was generated from participants on a one-on-one level"
"Varied nature of meetings created more opportunity for participation"

(c)

Level of participation or involvement

Participants also responded to the theme "Level of participation". The general perception
I

was that a wide cross-section of the community of Laborie was involved in the process, and that

L

this cross-section was representative of the sub-communities of Augier, Banse-La Grace and
Laborie Village; the sectors of education and human resource development, youth and sports,
agriculture and fishing, and tourism and culture; and the organizational networks in the
I ,

community. Some of the arguments posed by participants that reflected this theme included:

.

"Learning from the grassroots"

I ·,

"Cross-section of community persons/sectors
"Not one calibre ofpeople

11

11

."Community oriented"
"Community involvement

11

"Small Group discussion for generating ideas"
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"A whole consultative process"
"We had people from all sectors - little communities"
"Bringing everybody from top-down to grassroots level, everybody was
involved"
"Self employed"
"I was representing fishermen"
"Wider view"
" ... persons of different walks of life"
"A wide cross-section of the community"

I

•1

t·

"Participated in many meetings "

J

Participants at the focus group level reported on the level of participation, emphasizing the point

I

that the process was representative of the community. Some comments made included:
"In any process you can 't have 100% of the people ... what's important
is to have all types of ... and I think we did quite well in that sense"
"Identified participants from various sectors, sub- communities, agegroups, professions
"Tout moun te la" (Kweyol12 expression meaning "everyone was
represented")
"People who were unattached .. . who were outside of organizational
structures but had influence on certain groups"

I
12

Kweyol: Francophone Creole language indigenous to St. Lucia and other islands in the Caribbean such as
Dominica and the French "Departement d'Outremer" (DOM), Martinique and Guadeloupe, "Teritoire d'Outremer"
(TOM) French Guyana, and the Republic of Haiti.
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Decision making structures facilitating participation or involvement

Another theme generated from the design referred to "decision making structures".
Generally, participants felt that the process was structured to allow for decisions to be arrived at
through consensus. Interviewees reported the following:
"Skillful facilitator"
"Small group discussion"
"Decisions aren't shoved down at you"
"Decisions were made at the consultations to a greater extent"
"So much information being distributed back and forth"
"Small group discussion for generating ideas ... Very democratic"
I

"Total access"
"Decisions arrived at through consensus"
" ... most of the times decisions were arrived at by general consensus "
" ... decisions were made based on the participants ... persons involved"

Comments from the focus group meeting provide information on how the process facilitated
participants' involvement in decision-making. Summary statements and quotes from the focus
group meeting that reflected the themes included:

t
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"Formal and informal meetings outside ofphysical structures"
"Relatively loose horizontal structure- good"
"Good leadership, guidance and direction"
"Relativ.ely loose horizontal st'Y}'cture - was good for the process ""
"Structure based on large planning committee - representative group"
"Smaller group revolving around the convener managed the process - 40
people cannot manage a process"
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(e)

Level of satisfaction with participation or involvement

Under the theme "level of satisfaction", some participants reported that they were
II

"satisfied" or "quite satisfied" while others reported that they were satisfied to a certain extent.

r.

Some participants reported that they saw contributions, which they had made during
consultations in the plan. Some of the quotes, codes and summary statements that expressed a
level of satisfaction with the process included:
"More ideas came together"
"Comprehensive process"
"Many consultations"
"It brought people out"
"Well planned"
"Consistent"
"Integrated approach "
"I was quite happy to see that certain persons who would normally sit by
the roadside and make remarks were involved"
"It helps you grow "

"It helps you develop personally, socially ... you become a leader"
"You feel like a person of worth in the community"
"As you get together it gives you more power"
"Results were good"
" ... best way to do development planning"
" ... had not had this type of thing in St. Lucia before"

,

I

Satisfaction to a certain extent was reflected in summary statements and codes such as "No

implementation yet" and "Plan wasn't taken to the Augier community enough"
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(f)

Barriers to participation or involvement

Participants also reported on "barriers to participation". Some felt that information
(communication) had not been forthcoming after the consultations and that key participants in
the process were not informed about on-going activities. Codes, summary statements and quotes
that indicated barriers to participation included:
"Insufficient information about their role in the process at the initial
stages"
"Missed a number of meetings "

I.

"Not present at all consultations"

I
!,,

"Sometimes one set ofpersons dominated the discussions"

I.
"The need for more unattached persons whose voices are not normally
heard"
"Personal availability"
"Interference with other group activities "
"Sometimes I had to leave my work behind"
"Things are stagnant now"
"The only thing I have a problem with is what happens in terms of actual
implementation"
"Level ofawareness ofplan (greater awareness or no awareness)"
"More participation from young persons"
" ... a very time-consuming thing"
" ... level of discussions was a little strain sometimes "

Comments from participants at the focus group meeting included summary statements like

''future for Laborie" and "an increased level of interest" in terms of community development,
generated by the process. fu terms of barriers, the meeting acknowledged problems such as "a
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communication gap " and the lags in "the flow of information from those managing the process "
from the LDPC at the embryonic stage and during.the period prior to the launching of the LDF.

(g)

Outcome of participation or involvement

The final two themes to be addressed in this section are the "outcomes" and "impacts"
of the process. Participants who were interviewed reported significant outcomes ranging from
personal development and improved capacity to undertake community development initiatives to
the emergence of new organisations and projects. Specific summary statements, quotes and
codes included
"Organisation ofAnse Kawet Crafters 13 "
"Encouraged to join ECHOLABu"
"More people involved in doing things for themselves"
"Allowed you to think in a more broad-based manner . .. about the
community as a whole
"Allows the average person to become empowered"
"Personal development: boldness, openness
"Everybody was receptive

JI

JI

"It put Laborie on the map"
"The community was able to come together to realize that project"
"Transfer ofknowledge and skills"

13

Anse Kawet Crafters: An Association of local Crafts persons

14

ECHOLAB: Environmental Conservation and Heritage Organisation ofLaborie
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"Prospective projects: a public latrine right by the field - developments
at RJBP5 "
"People tend to feel ownership with participatory planning, not when
something is imposed"
"... has influenced my life as to what I want to do by a certain period ...
how should I plan it"

The focus group meeting generated the following views that reflected this theme:
"An indicator of empowerment is solidarity and linkages .. . something
that the process has engendered"
"Shift in perception from development as projects to development as a
process"
"Awakened a hunger for involvement in things happening in the
community"

"Something that people can identify with "

,, II

(h)

111

Impact of participation or involvement

This theme was reflected at both the individual and community level in terms of quotes,
1'

[

codes and summary statements such as:
"Increased environmental and heritage awareness"
"-when people are involved in things they take more interest"
"Innovative (first time I had ever heard anything of that nature coming
out of a community) "
"Future livelihood"
"... it seems that people have taken a page from it both nationally and
regionally "
"... a good thing not only for Laborie, but St. Lucia at large and even
other Caribbean islands"

r

.I

15

RJBP: Acronym for Rudy John Beach Park is the site of proposed development project that is intended to benefit
the Anse Kawet Crafters and the community in general. The LDF is currently assisting with the development of this
project since it is highlighted in the SDPL to ensure its viability and economic sustainability.
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"It touched the lives ofpeople"
"As you get together, it gives you more power"
"Empowered to talk about community's development needs"
"Now people articulate ideas because they believe it is possible"

. I

"Sense of achievement"
"Opened my mind to a higher level"
"Enhanced awareness ofparticipatory planning"

In reporting on the impact of the process, one participant said, "It changed my mentality".
At the level of the focus group meeting the theme was addressed through codes and summary
statements such as "Attitudinal change" and "Laborie is being looked upon as a model".

3.

Data Presentation by Research Question
(a)

Perceptions of their participation or involvement

At this point in the data presentation process, the researcher sought to begin the data
reduction process. This was carried out within the framework of the original research questions.
A process of triangulation was initiated with the inclusion of data from document reviews and
Artifacts from LDPC archives.

r'"

The first question sought to establish participants' perceptions of their participation

or involvement in the process of formulating a strategic development plan for Laborie. To
this end the research asked the following questions: How were the participants involved in the

process? Were there levels ofparticipation? Why? Was participation 'authentic' or 'tokenistic '?
What decision-making structures were utilized?
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Data gathered from participants reflects a level of representation from all organisations
and sectors in the community or what the researcher has coined as representativeness. The data
reduction process produced codes and summary statements such as target persons, sectors,

groups, communities, community activists and veterans in community development, cross-section
ofpersons from the community, local level, grass roots, unattached persons, and persons from
all walks oflife and the heart ofthe community.
There were a number of examples from the focus group meeting to support the perception
of representativeness. Firstly, the Kweyol statement "tout moun te la" meaning "everyone was

represented," uttered at the focus group meeting reinforced the perception of the level of
representativeness of the participants in the process. Secondly, the concept of "concentric
circles" presented on pages 36 and 37 strengthened the belief that while there were levels of
participation, each level was representative of a wide cross-section of the community of Laborie.

Artifact 1: Registration for Major Consultation in Progress

Finally, a review of attendance records from all the major consultations (See Appendix J)
revealed a level of support for the statement "everyone was represented". For instance, records
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from the first major consultation confirmed that all the major sub-communities,namely, Banse
La Grace, Augier and Laborie Village were represented, although participants from Laborie
Village far outnumbered those from the other two communities. This was also reflected in
attendance records from the third and fourth consultations, which also revealed a reduction in the
number of participants from sub-communities. This pattern was also maintained when these
records were analysed as per sector representation. Social sectors such as education and human
resource development, health, and youth and sports were represented to a greater extent than
livelihood or economic sectors such as agriculture, fishing and tourism. Records from the two
sub-community meetings held at Banse-La Grace and Augier respectively reflected a greater
turnout by members of the Banse-La Grace community.

Artifact 2: Block Meeting with Unattached Individuals from Laborie Village

At the level of the LDPC, records indicated that sectors and sub-communities were all
well represented. The data suggested representation at the level of both formal and informal
networks of the community as the artifact from an informal meeting or "Block session" at the
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bottom of page 48 shows. Another code, which reflected the extent to which the process was
participatory, was "Total access". It emerged form the admission by many participants that they
were able to participate freely and without hindrance in discussions and consultation that led to
the formulation of the SDPL.
I

'
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According to some participants, decision-making during the three-year consultative
process was based on group discussion and consensus. Some of the codes and summary
statements which reflected the authenticity of the participatory process in this regard included

thrash out ideas, 'bottom-up' rather than 'top-down', information distributed back and forth,
critiquing, arguing, discussion, committees, democratic, representing others interests, 'planning
with' as against 'planning/or' and receptive. Participants also expressed strong commitment to
the process. In the words of one participant; "Well I come involved, well like I feel well like I'm

a youth and since I had a club and I know and is me that raise up the club from scratch so I feel
well as a youth in the community I contributed myself to ... you know".
Another participant commented, "Because many times when you do things you do not

have to look at yourself ... but you look at your community ... others and what they can benefit
from it". These statements suggested that the participants were committed to the process and to
the extent of "selflessness".

Other codes emerging from the data, which reflected the level of authenticity of
participation, included supportive, arguing, critiquing, challenging and innovative. In describing
their satisfaction with the participatory process, participants seemed to indicate three levels of
satisfaction; quite satisfied,just satisfied or satisfied to a certain extent. Having indicated that
they were satisfied to a certain extent, further prompting from the researcher revealed that
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"satisfied to a certain extent" meant a level of dissatisfaction with the process or the existence of
certain barriers to the participatory process. These were reflected in the form of codes and
summary statements such as insufficient time to participate, groups and processes dominated by

certain individuals, sometimes the level the topics [level of discussions}, communication lag and
the long delay in implementing recommendations from the process.

Participants perceived that they had contributed to and also benefited from the process.
This excerpt from an interview reinforced that perception:
"In terms ofparticipation, I was really active, making suggestions, how
to see the development go ... in terms of educating persons about what
exactly the plan is all about and what process ... Everything that has to
do with the plan. I was very involved in terms of getting the plan where
it is today. "

Finally, they reported definite outcomes such as (a) development of a holistic view of the

community (b) the production of SDPL and a new organization, the LDF (c) actual capacity
building and strengthening within some organisations ("the Craft Group [Anse Kawet
Crafters}'') and (d) personal development.

Under the rubric "impact of participation", participants reported that the process ensured
that there was ownership of the plan by the community ofLaborie including local and national
recognition for the plan. They also noted that the Process and the Plan, which eventually
emerged from it, had created a new development model.

(b)

Participants perceptions: comparisons with the literature

The second major research question sought to determine how participants' perceptions
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compared with participatory approaches articulated in the literature. This question sought
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to clarify the following: Who were the architects or thinkers of the specific participatory process

under investigation? Were they the grassroots persons or community elites? While comparisons
will be made in the data analysis, participants' perceptions are discussed in this section to
provide a framework for analysis.

The following excerpt :from an interview with a participant suggested that some
participants were associated with the process from the embryonic stage and had vague
>

recollections as to when the process actually started and who the architects were:
Actually, the process ... started back in 1998 [actually February 1999], I
think it was. At that point ... a few persons were invited to a meeting at
the boardroom of the Laborie Credit Union .. . and I think at the time
what ... that was just after the elections so .. . I think the various
parliamentary representatives had some funding that they needed to
spend on the various constituencies and I believe it was .. . Mr. L ... who
was the chairman or who rather is the chairman of the LVC had come to
a meeting and primarily saying hey ... we have x-amount of money and
we want to spend it on X, Y or Z and at that point ... I think somebody
raised the point and a few of us agreed and said that rather than just
take the money and ... just put it into developing just Cross-over Park or
Augier Playing Field or something why not use the money and do
something different in the first place in terms of developing a strategic
plan for Laborie ... and then I think it was at that meeting that persons
agreed and a couple persons were sought of either appointed or
volunteered to look into the possibility of the process which now exists as
the Laborie Development Foundation. I think that's where it actually
stemmed from ... all the way back I think it was in January 1998
[actually February 1999]. I remember that meeting very well ... and ...
things just took offand became what it is now".

Another participant made reference to "the Comfort 2000 Project" a self-help community
project which was being implemented during the period prior to the convening of the LDPC.
Document reviews provided evidence that the LDPC adopted the Kweyol theme used during the

Comfort 2000 Project of "Yon Konmin, Yon Katjil, Yon Mouvman pou Divelopman". Translated,
this means, "One Community, Collective thought and Action for Development". The focus group
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meeting also provided some idea

as to the impetus for the process.

The comments below were

extremely revealing in that regard:
"The process has to be placed in its political context .. . Laborie had
been an opposition constituency for a very long time ... and that created
a particular attitude .. . a particular situation ... a particular state of
neglect. Then comes the election in 97' where the party that Laborie
supported came into power and the expectations were high .. . and the
results did not meet the expectations for a number of reasons. But some
of us know that the reason is that development was perceived as projects
not as a process ... and to me one of the main functions of this planning
exercise was to show that ... development is not just about putting pieces
of concrete or tourism arcades at Cross Over Park .. . which is what
really got me involved actually. Development is not only about concrete
and walls .. . off course it could include some concrete and walls but
development is a process ... and I think that point has been made ... even
if people can 't express it in this way ... I think the perception of what
development is has changed .. . we have to see to what extent it has
changed within the institutions and the authorities etc. but I think among
a lot of the people it has helped to make that shift".

Perceptions highlighted in statements reported below also suggested that a group of community
persons were responsible for the organizing and co-ordinating the process. Initials were used to
maintain the anonymity of those individuals.
"... The people that were involved were dedicated and they gave you all
their strength you know especially you, Mr. Y ... what about this lady Ms.
C you know ... So I believe everybody do their very best. "
" ... the core persons that were heading that .. . .. . a couple persons were
sought of either appointed or volunteered to look into the possibility of
the process which now exists as the LDF...... because you had a core
committee that would take back all the information that was being
spread around and used in a sense eventually to put it in a more concise
form but I would like to believe yes to an extent decisions were made at
that level because that's where you 're getting what you want from the
people you want involved in the process to an extent. "

Participants also made reference to specific members of the core group as having
provided tremendous support to them during the process. Some comments regarding these
perceptions are quoted below. Again, initials are used to preserve anonymity.
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"Yes, the persons ... the overseer of the project ... I remember Mr. R ...
Mr. D ... You each time you know .. . you are not there representing
yourself but your constituents ... you are there to help out a process ... so
at the back ofyour mind ... you know the concerned persons who wanted
to develop the plan. "

• I
I

"Well is you that was the co-ordinator so you have to come first ... Even
though you try to remove yourself, you were the first person I can recall

• I

"Yes ... L made it easy for us to participate ... like she is that type of
person that is down to earth with everyone and being around her shows
you that she is at your level ... like you don 't feel somebody is inferior
[superior] to you. "

, I'
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" ... I can remember this contribution ... Mr. Y. R. support this a lot. "

B.

Analysis of Data
1.

'

Participants Perceptions of Involvement

In the preceding section, the researcher presented the raw data reflecting participants'
perceptions about the three-year participatory process in which they were intimately involved.
The theoretical perspectives presented in Chapter II offer arguments both for and against
participatory processes. However, participants argued in favour of the participatory process that
took place in Laborie. According to Vieira da Cunha & Junho Pena (1997) "participation is a
form of social action that is voluntary, rational and based on the belief that individuals or
communities they represent have joint interests that allow co-operative solutions and that it is an
instrument for negotiating divergent interests (p. 2)". This argument suggests that participation
implies a pooling of ideas towards solving a community's problems and planning for
development. In the words on one participant " ... in communities like that people need to come

together ... its nice to share .. .get a wider view from other persons ... because communities don 't
belong to just one or two persons ... whatever you do affects the majority". Cunill (1997) in
Gaventa and Valderrama (1999) further argue that participation, specifically citizen's
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participation is conceptualized as the intervention of private citizens with determined social
interests in public activities (p. 4). Participants in the three-year participatory planning process
perceived that the process was a result of the efforts of a core group of dedicated community
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I
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members and the continuation of other community development processes occurring in the
community at the time. One participant referred to the Comfort 2000 Project. Another noted
that she and others were invited because they were the "core people in the community". She
referred to the co-ordinators of the process as "the development group". Still another participant
notes that he committed himself to the process since he was a youth and was interested in getting
involved in community activities. In his words:
"Well I come involved well like I feel well like I'm a youth and since I
had a club and I know and is me that raise up the club from scratch so I
feel well as a youth in the community I contributed myself to ... Well I
became aware of that process since I self-employed and you was in
charge of the project you contacted me by writing to me ... if I interested
in getting involved in the community works ... so it was my decision ... ".

This perception was reflected across all sectors as indicated by a comment made by another
participant, a Laborie Village resident and fisherman who remarked that, "I am a man for

example I am very much interested in developing the community ... right . .. to see that our
community grow ... for a better village ... so that the reason you know why I participate in this
group. "

Regarding the pivotal question of Gaventa & Valderrama (1999), on the presence of the
most vulnerable and marginalized as key actors in the process, the research data suggests that
they were present. Many of the participants made reference to "grassroots" and ''persons from

all walks of life" being present at consultations and meetings. In the words of one of the
participants, the consultative process epitomized "the heart of the community sitting together

meeting after meeting discussing issues ~nd coming up with a final document. "
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Participants generally identified with the discussions on "popular participation" presented
by Majid Rahnema cited in Sachs (2001 ). Popular participation assumes that when people are
afforded the opportunity to participate in decision-making about their own development, they are
in fact initiating progress towards the attainment of the overall goal of sustainable development.
Responses from participants to questions on this issue suggest that they perceived that the
process had achieved its intended objective. In the words of one participant, an educator of over
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twenty years experience,

II

I

"There is no way that somebody else could sit down in a high place and

say what everybody needs. I think bringing everybody together .. .
from top down to grassroots level . .. everybody was involved .. .
and I think that is very, very important. There is no way that this
could have been achieved by somebody sitting on top you know
and deciding to draft something for Laborie. That could not have
happened. No way ... definitely not. "

.

Arguments proposed by Chambers (1997), Sachs (2001) and Snider (1998) cited in
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Bogason (2001) support the perception that participants at all the consultations and meetings
were members of community organisations and were all community activists who socialized
their life by experience and thus facilitated the generation of ideas (p. 180). In the specimen note
on page 56, a participant provided place-based experiential knowledge about local conditions in
the sub-community of Mac Diamed (Names have been erased to maintain anonymity). This
action on the part of the participant ensured that the community was represented even though he
was incapacitated and could not attend the actual consultation. Further, it supports the
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postmodern paradigm, fundamental to this research project, that criticized the top-down,
ethnocentric and technocratic approach to development which treats people and cultures as
abstract concepts and identifies third world people as destructive rather than constructive agents
of development (Escobar 1995; p. 44).
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Artifact 3: Specimen of Note from Mac Diamed Community Representative

2.

Participation, Social Capital and Empowerment
This research project sought primarily to establish participants' perceptions of their

participation in the three-year process previously described. Using elements of participatory
approaches presented by Gasteyer et al. (2002) as a basis for in-depth analysis, the researcher
isolated variables integral to any participatory process. The data presented suggested that
participants perceived the existence of most, if not all, of the variables. From the perception of
participants, "local people" were definitely involved in creating their own ideas about the
development of their community. This was synonymous with the constructivist notion of
knowledge creation, which forms the basic epistemological assumption of participatory
processes. The focus group meeting with the members of the core planning committee presented
this view succinctly in reporting that the committee merely managed the participatory process
since they were involved in ''planning with" (as against ''planning/or") participants. A
participant who noted that everyone was receptive to what the other had to say supported this
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guidance to the process. The third and fourth consultations organised by the LDPC offered
conclusive evidence of this. For example during the third consultation, a government agency
representative cautioned about rushing into the plan; while another suggested that the LDPC
should undertake discussions with the Government of St. Lucia (GOSL) and the ministry
responsible for local government to seek government recognition for the process. Artifacts
[photographs] depicting government agency workers responding to questions from participants at
major consultations and supplying information on national policy perspectives related to the
various socio-economic sectors were presented as evidence in support of this analysis.

Artifact 5: Government Agency Representative Responds to Questions at a Consultation
Regarding the participatory process under scrutiny, this suggested that their role was limited,
since they were involved in ensuring that information on national development policies was
readily available to the decision-making process and this was corroborated by evidence from
document reviews. The issue of government involvement was also addressed in the focus group
meeting. Participants noted that some support was provided by government agencies in the form
of sponsorship for hosting activities during the process and providing information on national
plans and policies wherever they existed.
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Artifact 6: LDPC Members meet with Government Health Agency Representative

Evidence suggesting that local people were key participants in the decision-making
processes at the consultations and meetings as they "thrashed out ideas" was overwhelming. To
sum up this analysis, codes such as arguing, critiquing, group discussion, one-on-one discussion,
chatting about their community generated from the data all indicated that the decision-making

structures used during the consultations, ensured that local actor involvement was pivotal to the
process. These perceptions on the part of the participants place the process squarely within the
realm of Community Driven Development (CDD) as described by Mansuri (2003). The
suggestion here is that the three-year process was authentic since it initiated a decentralized,
participatory and equitable development process in Laborie.
The preceding discussions corroborated views expressed by Goulet (1989), Majid
Rahnema cited in Sachs (2001), Stiglitz (1999) and Weekes-Vagliani (1994) who argue that
participation is justified once it expresses the will of the majority. They argued further that
participation is the singular most effective means of ensuring the attainment of the moral,
humanitarian, social, cultural and economic objectives of more efficient, meaningful and
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sustainable development and of surmounting obstacles to peoples' participation in development.
These discussions are consistent with the notion of involving people in activities related to their
own development and allowing them to think through and dialogue about (conscientization,
Friere 1990) solutions to the many problems confronting them.

These arguments and the supporting data on participants' perceptions counter arguments
offered by Cooke & Kothari (2001) suggesting that participatory planning facilitates the
imposition of outsider agendas, the shaping of knowledge by local power relations, local
collusion in the planning process and direct manipulation of peoples planning by project agents.
It is also difficult given the weight of the evidence presented by participants, to accept as
definitive, arguments suggesting that the process was dominated by local elites with ulterior and
I

hegemonic motives, seeking to use participatory processes to reproduce themselves (Kraak,
1998). In fact the data illustrates that participants generally perceived the managers of the
process as being dedicated and committed, persons who didn't make one feel inferior, persons

they were familiar with who were intelligent and responsible, good facilitators and managers
and persons with some knowledge ofparticipatory processes. These perceptions do not reflect
an effort on the part of core planning committee to manipulate the process. They however
provide some support for the arguments of Duncan (2000), Potter & Pugh (2001) and Renard
(2003) that third sector interests now manage the development planning processes in many
Caribbean nations and this has ensured greater public involvement. In fact, in his keynote
address to the launching ceremony of the Laborie Development Foundation in December 2003,
Professor Neville Duncan, reiterated these arguments. Ideas presented by Mitlin and Thomson
(1995) need to be drawn on here, as they support the use of participatory approaches as a
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mechanism for facilitating levels of participation that ensure local people exercise control over
development, resource allocation, and planning processes (p. 235).

The huge outlays of human and social capital which participants brought to the
consultative process through their involvement in community organisations, or socio-economic
sectors and their "representativeness" may have been responsible for the perceived success of
the process. Putman (2000) and others have argued that the existence of high levels of

associativeness in a society indicate that it has the capacity to devise mechanisms for utilising its
various networks of co-operation to achieve overall benefits at both the individual and societal
level. Narayan (1997) cited in Mubangizi (2003), and Woolcock (2001) support Putman's
arguments. They link social capital to the concepts of social exclusion and inclusion and
challenge the criticism that social capital neglects the existence of differential power relations.

An educator and community development veteran, who was a participant in the consultative
process, supported this view when she commented on the freedom with which everyone
participated. In her words, "Everyone was free to give their views and you were given a chance

to share your experience ... what are your views or your opinion on certain things". Discussions
in the previous section on participants' perceptions of involvement also add credence to this
analysis. Development practitioners argue that "participation of local populations" is a critical
element in determining the success of development projects and that it can only occur where
active local level support exists (Chambers 1997; Cooke & Kothari 2001; Phyla 2002). When
community residents are aware of the need for social change, they are motivated to not only
pressure the government for resources, but also to participate in the design of interventions
(Mitlin & Thompson, 1995). This motivation helps ensure active participation throughout the
planning process.
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Some participants however, perceived that there should have been greater participation
from the youth sector of the community and from sub-communities such as Augier. One
representative of the youth sector in commenting on the need for more youth participants said
" I think specifically for those connected with youth .. . I think ... I find
that when you talking about youth it is always important to have young
people to speak out, especially the unattached youth .. . because you
don't usually hear their voices. And I think ifwe had a lot more of those,
it would have been even better for young people .like myself to speak out
rather than have other persons talking ... not necessarily youth and
unattached youth conducting the conversation. "

Another participant from Augier reported that the plan was not thoroughly discussed in the subcommunity of Augier. This argument could be countered by the concept of representativeness
and the view expressed by core planning committee members that participation did not
necessarily mean the actual presence of all members of a group but rather representation of every
member's interest. A thorough analysis of this issue necessitates an exploration of other aspects
not addressed by this research paper. On the matter of Augier, however, discussions during the
major consultations centred around the changing dynamics of the socio-economic and political
relationship of Augier and Laborie Village in comparison to that of Laborie Village and BanseLa Grace. Observations regarding the former noted that, in the past, Laborie Village served as
the commercial centre for residents of the sub-community of Augie. This situation has changed
to one in which it has developed stronger economic ties with the southern town of Vieux Fort.
Other actions that complicated this analysis included the fact that the Laborie Co-operative
Credit Union 16 opened a new branch in Augier during the period under review. Further
demonstrations of this complexity were found in documents received by the LDPC, which
presented statistics (See Appendix F) for Augier along with the southern town of Vieux Fort. It

16

Laborie Co-operative Credit Union: A local credit co-operative owned and operated by residents, and property
owners from the community. It provides financial, credit and other business services to members.
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was noted also that some residents from Augier who attended consultations wrote their addresses
as Augier, Vieux Fort or just Augier rather than Augier, Laborie .

Artifact 7: A Sub-Community Meetings at Augier
The SDPL recognised Augier as a sub-community following the political constituency
boundaries for the Laborie community. This research followed this analysis but also recognised
the notion of imagined communities (Anderson 1991). While there is evidence in the data that
efforts were made to hold meetings and discussions on the plan in Augier, there was a sense that
the matter needed further discussion and possibly investigation. This action is being
recommended even though there were a number of key participants from Augier who were
actively involved in the process. One of these participants and resident of Augier, commented
on the need for a greater responsiveness from the sub-community of Augier and noted,
"You know I raise that question once and I asked "what's really the
problem . . . why persons don 't come out you know when they are invited
. .. you look back at development groups and . .. why they fail . . . what
really is the problem . . . it's a lot of politics why I was told ... like if you
are an outsider and you come in persons don't warm up to you like they
feel you coming in to take somethingfrom them. "
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These comments and other issues provide evidence of a complex scenario. The
discussions also related to arguments made by de Berry (1999) who noted that communities are

I

dynamic entities. Consequently, the research acknowledged the notion that the Augier
community had over the last forty years undergone a process of change and this had significantly
influenced its once thriving relationship with Laborie Village. This however, was not the case

I

with Banse-La Grace, as participants did not question the existence of a strong socio-economic
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and political relationship between these two communities. The concept of "bonding" and
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"bridging" capital defined by Putman (2000) may provide further explanation for the difference
in relations between the sub-communities. The evidence suggested that both types of capital
were present with the Banse-La Grace - Laborie Village relations but that "bridging capital" may
be weak within Augier - Laborie Village relations.

There are elements of the literature on participation that provide some guidance
on the levels and types of participation. A framework presented by Lowndes et al. (2001a) cited
in Jenkins et al. (2002) located the participatory processes discussed in the data under the rubric
of "deliberative innovation" or new methods, which encouraged citizens to reflect on issues
affecting them and their communities through some form of deliberative process. Reference was
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made in the Alford (2002) descriptive model of "types of participation" of strategies used in the
participatory planning process such as focus groups and community planning and visioning
exercises (See Figure 5). Probst et al. (2000) cite Biggs (1989) who identified the type of
participation described in the data as "collegiate participation" which implies different actors
working together as colleagues or partners to ensure that "ownership" and "responsibility" are
equally distributed among the partners, and decisions are made by agreement or consensus
among all actors. The data supported these analyses. Some participants and core planning
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committee members referred to processes such as the visioning exercise and stakeholder and

SWOT analyses that they were involved in during the consultations, and the fact that they did not
feel inferior during discussions; thus highlighting the collegial nature of the process. One
participant actually described the process as "innovative ... "the first of its kind".

From the data and the models presented in the literature review (Alford 2002; Lowndes et
al. 2001a & Pretty 1994 in Pretty et al. 1995) it was possible to deduce that the mode of
participation was "collective action". This type of participation was described as a process
within which local people set the agenda and mobilized to carry out the activities, utilizing
outsiders not as initiators or facilitators, but as required by local people. Participants'
perceptions concurred with the literature (Lowndes et al. 2001a in Jenkins et al. 2002; Pretty
Ii

1994 in Pretty et al. 1995) and analyses presented as they supported the occurrence of functional
and interactive participation and to some extent, self-mobilization. This implied deliberation,
innovation, interaction and initiative in the process of participatory planning. The models on
page 21 also offer explanations for participants' perceptions that there was great potential for
sustainability, local action and ownership of the results of the process. In the words of the one
participant, "As you get together it gives you more power". Another noted, "There is an

advantage of a participatory planning ... because as I said with participatory planning once you
have the people's views ... and you know ... the people tend to feel ownership. "
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CHAPTERV

CONCLUSIONS

A.

Introduction
'I

Although Cooke & Kothari (2001) and others have cited participation as the new
orthodoxy, research on participatory development planning has not been a common phenomenon
in St. Lucia. The introductory chapter to this work highlighted the efforts ofFeverier,
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Philogence and Barnes (1983) on participation in decision-making in the health sector in St.
Lucia. Unlike the Feverier, Philogence and Barnes (1983) study, which concluded that there was
no involvement in decision-making, the perceptions of participants in this study suggest that
there was some involvement in decision-making by participants in the process. These
perceptions are expressed by all participants interviewed even though a few participants noted
that (a) more young persons should have been involved and that there should have been greater
participation from sub-communities such as Augier, (b) the process was occasionally being
dominated by a few individuals; and (c) the level of discourse at meetings was sometimes
beyond their understanding. Notwithstanding these views, the arguments in favour of the
participatory nature of the project from participants themselves are overwhelming. The richness
and quantity of data gathered during the four-week interview period is evidence of this, and
though most participants reported that they could not recall actual consultation or meeting dates,
some were able to remember activities and specific contributions offered during these activities.
Many participants perceived significant benefits from the process, as the following quote from a
participant suggests:
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"Well, ... what I would like to say, since we have worked so hard and we
have reached so far with this programme, I would like to see it continue
... not to come to a standstill whether today or tomorrow .. . but I would
like to see a continuation because that might brighten St. Lucia ... and
the story will say ... will come out as; ... It came from Laborie, and
again as a Laborian, I will be pleased with that .. . if it continue and
don't die out".

Duncan (2003) commented on the significance of the participatory development planning
process, which took place in Laborie over the period 1999 to 2001. In his address to the people
ofLaborie at the launching of the Laborie Development Foundation, he noted
"This is the kind of initiative we want from our people. Everywhere, the
central government in the Caribbean has proven that it is unable to meet
all the needs of people ... all of the wide ranges of needs they have. "
(December 21, 2003, Laborie Village Square, St. Lucia)

;
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One key participant in the process addresses the notion of authenticity of the process in
recognizing that; " ... if you're sitting down with community members weekend after weekend
sometimes somebody may have a different notion of something and you may be able to capture it
as against capturing something at one moment". It was the perception of core planning
committee members that participation need not necessarily mean everybody actually being
involved but rather the existence of a high level of representativeness. They drew attention to
benefits derived from contributions from both formal and informal organizational networks.
Participants also perceived that the process made a transition from a large group (community
consultations) where information was collected from community persons and major decisions
made to a much smaller group (planning committee) that co-ordinated the process and
summarized the participants' contributions to re-present them for further discussion and analysis.
Notwithstanding the preponderance of the evidence in favour of the participatory nature of the
process in the preceding paragraphs, some critical questions need to be addressed as the
researcher seeks to draw conclusions from this research.
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B.

Statement of Conclusions
The arguments presented in the previous paragraph, suggest that both participants and co-
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ordinators of the process perceived a significant level of community involvement in the process
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leading to the formulation of a SDPL. It could be argued that these perceptions represent proof
,,

of a participatory form of development planning during the process, but the literature on
participation raises a multiplicity of arguments regarding what can be termed authentic
participation and who actually controls the decision-making processes in participatory planning.
This also raises the notion of the existence of a dichotomy between the desire for participation
and what actually occurs in the field (Chambers 1997; Cooke & Kothari 2001; Brock & McGee
2002; Escobar 1996; Gasteyer et al. 2002). It is therefore important to entertain some discussion
on forms of participation.

Frameworks presented by Arnstein (1969) and Lowndes et al. (2001a) verify that
strategies used during the development planning process such as consultations, were
participatory in nature, but Arnstein also argues that consultation merely represents a degree of
tokenism. By extension, the typologies presented in Alford (2002), Pretty et al. (1995) and
Probst et al. (2000) while suggesting that the process initiated actor-driven forms of
participation, do not explore issues related to the ulterior motives of local people or local elites
with vested interests (Chambers 1997; Kraak 1998) which are discussed in the literature. Use of
the Probst et al. (2000) typology as a unit of analysis suggests that the form of participation that
occurred in Laborie could be described as collaborative or consultative and an application of the
Alford (2002) model does not dramatically change this analysis. However, use of the Pretty et
al. (1995) typology results in the inclusion of the notions of functional and interactive
participation and even captures the aspects of authentic or actor driven forms of participation
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such as self-mobilization described in the model. In analyzing these arguments against the data
from participants the researcher erred on the side of caution in generalizing about the quality of
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participation that occurred. Consequently, from the perceptions of participants presented in the
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data analysis, it was reasonable to conclude, following Mitlin & Thomson 1995 and Pretty et al.
(1995), that the process which took place in Laborie facilitated higher levels of participation in
development planning in Laborie - higher levels than previously existed in the community. This
conclusion is being made against the backdrop of the inevitable consequence minor deficiencies
in a three-year process and the strong perceptions that the representativeness of the decisionmaking structures allowed for the views of all echelons of society to be heard.

Some participants gave ample evidence of their credentials and experience as bona fide
representatives of their community organizations and development sectors. They developed their
own analogies to illustrate their perceptions of involvement in community development. In what
can aptly be described as "words of wisdom" from a development expert, one participant noted:

"When you doing development, ifyou can't be a donkey anymore keep out of it. " This statement
acknowledges the tremendous community development experience of the participant, and
contests the unwillingness of development practitioners to recognize the valuable knowledge and
experience of local people can contribute to the process (Cooke & Kothari 2001; Chambers 1997

& Kraak 1998). It leads the researcher to conclude that the participants who informed the
research were credible and bona fide community and socio-economic sector representatives and
"development experts" in their own right.

The analyses in the previous chapter highlight contributions from participants who
perceived that they had developed a holistic perspective of the community. These perceptions
could be summed up in descriptive comments such as, "development is not just concrete and
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walls but also a process ofgrowth." Participants perceived that they were empowered by the

process. In the exact words of one participant,
"... once you are provided an opportunity to make a change to be
involved ... and to decide on your own destiny... that is empowerment .. .
you are no longer a spectator but you are an actor in the whole thing .. .
that is critical ... so you are actually empowered through the opportunity
that was provided".

Cooke & Kothari (2001), Kraak (1998) and Cornwall (2000) cited in Brock & McGee
(2002) comment on the notion of power by stating that participation is a technical fix which
seldom impacts the power relations structure and the roots causes of poverty. This statement
contests the participants' notion of being empowered by the process. Therefore, while one
cannot argue based on the data analyses, as to whether participants experiences actually resulted
in their empowerment, the perception of empowerment on the part of participants at the barest
minimum, suggested an effort on the part of the co-ordinators of the process to involve them in
the decision making process. Pretty et al. (1995) described this form of participation as
interactive participation, while Alford (2002) contributed the notion of collaborative
participation in which different actors collaborated by exchanging ideas, and sharing decisionmaking power. Consequently, while the process may not have impacted on the power relation
structure in the community, it is reasonable to conclude that the co-ordinators of the process had
succeeded in devising effective structures and strategies to engage local people in decisionmaking about the development of their community.

The research presented a unique perspective on the role of the managers of the
development planning process. Arguments presented by participants led to the conclusion that
individuals in Laborie had some experience in participatory planning. Participants perceived that
the management committee comprising (core members ofLDPC) played a very .significant role
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in ensuring continuity and involvement during the process. The researcher concluded that
through their overall commitment to the process, facilitators created and nurtured a participatory
environment that encouraged participation from community and sector-representatives.
I

Chambers (1997) and Kothari and Cooke (2001) described such individuals as "professionals" or
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"local elites" and this corroborates participants' perceptions that these individuals possessed a

4

pool of resources and skills critical to the success of the development planning process. The
focus group meeting cites a possible reason for this success as commitment spurred by the
perennial neglect of the community by successive governments and planners in past decades.
This leads to another reasonable conclusion that the actions of local elites were justified since
participatory planning is identified as an avenue for expressing the will of the majority and
perhaps the most effective means of ensuring a level of citizen participation in the development
process that might lead to the attainment of meaningful and sustainable development (Goulet
1989; Rahnema cited in Sachs 2001; Stiglitz 1999 & Weekes-Vagliani 1994).

Participants perceived that a novel, innovative and historic process was unfolding in
Laborie and were supportive of the process and its anticipated outcomes and confident in the
leadership of the process. From their perspective, they were involved in the process, and this led
to the eventual perception of ownership of the results of the process and the SDPL. Although,
the data provided evidence suggesting that some participants had not clearly understood their
role in the development planning process prior to their participation in meetings and
consultations, another reasonable conclusion is that participants persevered because of their
belief in the leadership and benefits of the process, and the strong community culture of
associativeness and social cohesion (Coleman 1988; Durstan 2003; Portes 1998; Putman 2000;
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Kliksberg 1999; Mubangizi 2003; Narayan 1999 & Woolcock 2001), which historically existed
in Laborie.

Finally, the researcher draws attention to the following issues: the difficulty in
negotiating the discussion on community participation with regards to the Augier subcommunity - a scenario that was the subject of the analysis in the previous chapter, insufficient
communication and feedback at some points in the process, and greater participation from the
youth sector. In response to the issue of awareness, some participants noted that they were not
fully aware of their roles in the process prior to attending the consultations, and others registered
complaints to the effect that they seemed to have lost touch with the process after the
consultations. The researcher concludes that a thorough discussion of this analysis would
necessitate involving a larger sample in an assessment of levels of awareness within the
community during the process - a question, which the research did not actually address.
Notwithstanding these inconsistencies and the fact that participants perceived the process to be
time consuming, most acknowledged that the process was beneficial. Further, the fact that,
participants made such an observation, suggests that there might be some merit in the arguments
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that knowledge was somehow shaped by local elites (Kothari & Cooke 2001). Conversely, one
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can draw on the arguments of Gasteyer et al. (2002) and Kothari & Cooke (2001)) in noting
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firstly, that the participatory process was time consuming, and secondly that the process had to
be initiated and facilitated. In this regard the research has concluded that these roles seemed to
have been performed satisfactorily by the core planning committee.

Further discussions on the role of external agents, not a major focus of this research,
follows the perceptions of participants and the core planning committee in noting how
government responded to the process. The current reality is that the entire community of Laborie
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does not enjoy the services oflocal government. Laborie Village Council (LVC), which is
defined by legal statutes as a Local Government Authority, 17only has jurisdiction over Laborie
Village and does not have the human resource capacity or the legal mandate to meet the needs of
other sub-communities. This "institutional insularity or myopism" has influenced the operations
and activities of development workers and activists. Professor Neville Duncan, of the University
of the West Indies has argued for the elevation of the role of non-state actors within the
framework of a new state system that includes central government, local government and other
non-state actors working together. This he contends is fundamental to the achievement of the
goal of improved quality of life in the Caribbean region. He has argued further that whatever is
divulged to local communities should be meaningful and significant and should be recognized as
citizen's participation in a new multi-partite governance arrangement (Keynote Address at the
Formal Launching of Ceremony of the LDF, December 21, 2003, Laborie, St. Lucia).

The preceding analyses provide some support for the use of participation as a mechanism
for achieving social change even if it raises as many questions as it answers (Viera da Cunha &
Junho Pena 1997). While they have reinforced the idea that a dichotomy exists between the
desire for participation and the realities of participatory methodology, the preponderance of the
evidence has upheld the view that there was an overwhelming desire on the part of the
coordinators of the process to ensure its participatory nature. It is reasonable to conclude,
therefore, that in terms of providing answers, the path of community driven development - CDD,
which has informed this research (Mansuri 2003) initiated a decentralized, participatory and
equitable development process in Laborie. Following comments highlighted in Brock & McGee

17

Local Government Authorities for St. Lucia had been established in 1947 ...... Village and district councils had five to seven members, who
were all nominated. In practice, the political party, which formed the government, dominated the councils. This system became virtually nonfunctioning. A change came in 1985 when a more participatory local government system was introduced but this change never became effective.
. . . . . .The formal position today is that the Minister responsible for local government nominates the members oflocal government authorities.
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(2002), it stimulated debate and generated input into long term development thinking by local
people and local elites involved in a collective effort to address the immediate development
needs of their community.

C.

Significance of Research
This research has shed new light on the participatory process, which unfolded in Laborie

over the period June 1999 to December 2002. It has afforded an opportunity for the analysis of
local knowledge versus that of the community development literature. What it has revealed is
significant. The research speaks volumes about the ability of local people to define their own
destiny once they are afforded a legitimate opportunity to do so. It validates a model of
participatory development planning that can be replicated in other parts of the Caribbean and the
third world. Professor Neville Duncan, UWI Professor and Director of the Sir Arthur Lewis
Institute of Social and Economic Studies, alludes to this when he delivered the keynote address
at the formal launching of the ceremony of the LDF on December 21, 2003, at the Laborie
Village Square in Laborie, St. Lucia. He remarked:
"Something was started here in Laborie and the surrounding districts
that will bring about the social and political transformation of St. Lucia,
from the bottom up, that is going to be imitated by other similar
communities here and throughout the Caribbean as well. You have taken
this business ofdevelopment a significant stage. "

D.

Limitations of the Research
Notwithstanding these arguments, the researcher highlights some limitations, which

might have some impact on the conclusions drawn from this research paper.
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I
1.

The researcher was intimately connected to the participatory process being assessed, as
the convener of the LDPC over the three-year period. Consequently, though every effort
was made to reduce this effect, the researcher's biases might have influenced the data

I·

collection and analysis process.

I

2.

Richness of content and quality of data may have been affected by time. The last major
consultation was held in May 2001 and while the Core Planning Committee continued to
meet with community groups when it was in the process of compiling the final document,
a period of approximately two to three years had elapsed between the first consultation
and the conduct of this research exercise.

3.

The design limited interviewing to persons who were most frequent at meetings and
t'

consultations. There 1:11ay have been informants not captured by the design who may

'I
I

1.
have rich data that can add value to this research. Furthermore, the quality of the
Ii
I!

research could have been greatly enriched by gender-aggregated data.
4.

'

There LDPC was a key stakeholder in the many other activities occurring in the
community during the process and while participants made comments to the contrary, it
is possible that they may have confused these activities during the interviews. The
researcher refers to activities such as the Livelihoods Strategies Research conducted by
Caribbean Natural Resources Institute (CANARI) on behalf oflnstitute of Development
Studies (IDS) and the University of Sussex, and other central government initiatives,
'

which sought to draw on the information and resources of the LDPC, led process.
5.

,I
.
I
I

The largest numbers of persons attending the consultations were residents of Laborie
Village and so too are the majority of persons who fell within the sample interviewed.
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T
Notwithstanding the concept of representativeness discussed in the data analysis section,
it is possible that this might skew the data in favour of respondents from Laborie Village.
6.

Since the research is being conducted when the LDF has already been established,
,,,I

participants may confuse the "products" LDF or SDPL with the "process" of
participatory development planning.

7.

There may have been inconsistencies in the questioning during the interview and this
could have resulted in inconsistent data. Moreover, participants' level of education could
also have influenced their level of understanding of questions and issues and also resulted
in inconsistent data.

8.

Participants could have read the SDPL prior to the interviews and this could have
informed their responses to the interview questions. This could have also been a function
of the LDF launching activities between November and December 2003. All these
actions and events could have influenced the data collection process.

9.

Interviews were being held during the festive season in St. Lucia (Christmas Season
2003) and this could have affected the availability of participants and the quality of their
contributions. One case in point is the focus group meeting, which was attended by five
persons out of a possible eight persons who had initially confirmed their participation.

10.

Minor technical difficulties experienced during two interviews may have affected the
quality of the data. One interviewee complained of being tired during her interview with
the researcher and although time was allotted to trying to relax her, interviewee fatigue
could also have affected the quality of data from this key participant.
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i
E.

Recommendations for Further Research
Although participants perceived that a novel process was started, the data is inconclusive

on whether this process has continued. It is difficult to determine whether participation is a
phenomenon that has become embedded in the community of Laborie and also whether current
levels of awareness about participatory processes among people of all walks of life are
significant. The research identifies this as an area for further investigation, but acknowledges
that this current effort represents a substantial contribution to the literature on development
planning processes in communities like St. Lucia.

Another area needing clarification is the apparent changing socio-economic relationship
between Laborie Village and Augier. While the extensive analyses in the previous chapter
address the issue of the absence of bridging capital (Putman 2002), discussions from the
consultations including participants' perceptions do not provide conclusive evidence on this
issue. Moreover, the research has somehow followed the perspective of Anderson (1991) who
likens communities to nations in his argument that they are imagined entities; but this also raises
questions regarding inconsistencies between geographical and political boundaries. This was the
subject of drawn out discussions during the LDPC consultations and meetings. The researcher
concludes that an in-depth analysis of the current status of inter-community relations would add
greater value to this research, but this would require among other things, an actual assessment of
the level of social capital - an exercise beyond the scope of this research paper.
The Foundation has been suggested in some circles as a model for local government.
This suggestion evokes the question "How suitable is the LDF as a governance structure for
communities in small developing states?" Gaventa and Valderrama (1999) concur by asking,
"What are the possibilities that programmes of democratic decentralization offer new avenues for
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r
scaling up participation to allow stronger voice and policy influence by grassroots citizens."
Moreover, the research has espoused a postmodern paradigm supporting the view that
participation evolves from specific community dynamics (Botes & Dingie van Rensburg 2000).
One aspect of this dynamic not explored in this paper is the existence of a significant level of
human or cultural capital in the community. Cultural capital defined by socio-economic status
and indicated by the educational level of persons involved in the process. The research identifies
this as another issue needing further investigation. It is therefore difficult to ascertain whether
the community dynamics existing in Laborie are replicable in other communities in St. Lucia and
other small island developing states. Against this background, rather than emphasize the idea of
a model, the researcher suggests that the process, which unfolded in Laborie, can provide some
guidelines for efforts of this nature. Deceased former Tanzanian president Julius Nyerere once
remarked; "People are not developed, they develop themselves." The pathologies of the new
orthodoxy in development discourse have indeed surfaced in this research, but it has also
highlighted a process of participation that has led the people of Laborie to recognise their
capacity to undertake their own development initiatives.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Gasteyer (2001) Model of Context, Process, and Impact

Processes (expert or local)
-Information gathering & Partnership building
-Information analysis and Monitoring
-Inclusion networks &-Collaboration

Context
-Human Capital
-Social Capital
-Natural Capital
-Financial Caoital

-Increased knowledge of natural systems & local watershed
-Increased diversity in municipal decision-making
-Diversity of economic development options considered
-Positive natural resource protection plan implemented
-Improved ecosystem health

Appendix B: A Ladder of Citizen Participation by Amstein (1969); Source: Bray (1999)
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Appendix C: Forms of Participation

Consumerist methods

Traditional methods

Forums

Consultative innovations

Deliberative innovation

Customer-oriented forms concerned mainly with aspects of service
delivery. Examples include customer complaints schemes, satisfaction
surveys and opinion polls.
Techniques, which have a long history of use and include public meetings,
consultation documents, co-option of community or voluntary group
representatives to council committees and Question and Answer sessions.
Forums bring together individuals or representatives concerned with
specific issues (e.g. health) or have a shared background or interest (e.g.
ethnic minorities). Examples include service user forums, area or
neighborhood forums (around e.g. regeneration).
New methods, which seek to consult citizens on particular issues rather
than engage them in a continuing dialogue. Examples include interactive
web sites, citizens' panels and referenda.
New methods, which encourage citizens to reflect on issues affecting them
and their communities through some form of deliberative process. Focus
groups, Community Planning or visioning exercises, user management and
citizens' juries all fall within this category.

Source: Lowndes et al.. (2001a)
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Appendix D: Maps of St. Lucia and Laborie Community (Constituency)
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Appendix E: Population Statistics- I
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Appendix F: Population Statistics-2
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Appendix G: Specimen Page of Newsletter "LABNEWS"
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Appendix H: Interview Guide For Involved

Preamble
Explain aims of research and that it is expected this interview will provide an understanding of public involvement
in the chosen case study local authority areas and information on specific themes that the Scottish Executive is
interested in.
■
Confidentiality
■
Consent for taping if appropriate
Questions
l. Could you describe your involvement in planning issues?
2. How have you been involved?
Prompt
■
Why did you become involved?
■
Did you become involved through an institution or organization, or was it through your own initiative?
■
Did you find it easy to become involved? (external factors/ personal factors)
■
Were you aware beforehand of the planning process? (DP, DC, etc.)
■
Were you aware beforehand of your rights?
■
Did anyone explain to you: what your role in the process was; how your views would fit into the system
.how you would get feedback?
■
Did the experience change your knowledge/awareness of the planning process and rights? If so, how through training, information being made available, etc?
■
Do you know people who had the opportunity to become involved but didn't? If so, why do you think they
did not get involved?
3. If interviewee has not referred to certain initiatives in the case study area, then ask: Were you involved in the
XXX initiative? (Use prompts from question 2 above)
4. Were you satisfied with your level of involvement?
Prompt
■
Was there enough opportunity to get involved? Was access to the process satisfactory? Why?
■
Did you feel adequately prepared to take part? Why?
■
Were you satisfied with how involved you were in the process? Why?
■
Were you satisfied with the information you got on the outcome? (feedback, time-scale)
■
Do you think your involvement made a difference?
■
From your own experience would you get involved again? Why?
■
Is there anything that would have made your experience better?
■
What would you advise someone who is thinking about getting involved in planning issues?
5.
■
■

6.

What stops people (the public) from getting involved in planning issues?
Prompt
Have you encountered or become aware of any barriers in your experience? (further prompts: opportunities,
skills, helpfulness of planners, presentation of information)
Do you know whether any action has been taken to reduce these barriers?
What ideas have you got on ways to improve public involvement in planning?

Source: Jenkins et al. (2002)
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Appendix I: Actual Interview Guide used during Data Collection

I Preamble
I am cw-rently pursuing studies leading to the MA in Sustainable Development at World Learning's School for
International Training in Brattleboro, Vermont, USA. Part of my work towards completing the degree involves
conducting research. My letter of invitation to you indicated that I would like to conduct an interview with you. I
have chosen to conduct research on the three-year consultative process that led to the formulation of the Strategic
Development Plan for Laborie. I expect that this interview will help me understand what participation in the
consultative process meant to you.
Please feel free to stop me at any time if you want to ask a question or want me to clarify a question. Let me know
if you'd rather do the interview in St. Lucian K weyol. Any information which you provide will be held in
confidence and I would also like to seek you consent to record our interview as this will make the process of
transcribing the interview much easier for me. Thanks for agreeing to do this interview. We can start whenever you
are ready.

I Demographic Data
Interview Date:
Time Started to Time Comoleted:
Location:
Partici12ant's Name:
Address & Teleohone Number:
Al!e l!Toun (tick)
Status:
Em12loyed:

Unem12loyed:
Student:
Membershi12 in Organisation:

Family
Christian
(16-25) ... (26-35) ... (36-45) ... (45+) ...
(Type)
(Employer)
(Duration)
How long?
Why?
Institution:
Course:
(curent)
(past)

I Questions
How many consultations organized by the Laborie Development Planning Committee did you attend from
June 1999 and December 2001? (Tick one). I would like to take you back to a period 3½ to 4 years ago (May
1999 to December 2002) before the establishment of the Laborie Development Foundation when a series of
community discussions and meetings were held in Laborie. Do you recall any specific consultations you
attended? (Tick all those attended) None (... )/ ! (... )11 ( •••)/ J (...) 4 or more ( ... )
Dates
Venue
September 18 & December 4, 1999 -Laborie Village ( ... )
July 2, 2000
- Banse-La Grace
( ... )
July 23, 2000
- Augier
( ... )
August 5, 2000 & May 30, 2001- Laborie Village
( ... )
Sector Consultation in Laborie Village Dec 99-Feb 00 ( ... )
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Could you describe as far as you can remember, your involvement/participation in these community
development-planning activities in Laborie between May 1999 and December 2001, which led to the
formulation of the Strategic Development Plan for Laborie?

Prompt

How were you involved?
Did you become involved through an institution or organization, or was it through your own initiative?
■
How did you become aware of the process?
■
Why did you become involved?
•
Did you find it easy to become involved? What factors hindered your involvement, if any? (external
factors/personal factors) (Further prompts: opportunities, skills, helpfulness of planners, presentation of information)
•
Did anyone explain to you: what your role in the process was?
■

■

Were you satisfied with your level of involvement?

Prompt
■ Was there enough opportunity to get involved? Was access to the process satisfactory? Why?
■
Did you feel adequately prepared to take part? Why?
■
Were you satisfied with how involved you were in the process? Why? How were decisions arrived at?
■ Were your views taken into consideration? Are you satisfied that your views were taken into consideration?
■
Did you experience or were you aware of any barriers to participation in the process?
• Was any action taken to reduce these barriers?
■
Did the experience change your knowledge/awareness of the planning process and rights? If so, how?
■
Do you think that your involvement made a difference? How? What signs?
■
Are you satisfied with the results of the process?
■ From your own experience would you get involved again? Why? Are you still involved? How?
■
Is there anything that would have made your experience better?
■
How would you advise someone who is thinking about getting involved in community development and
participatory planning?
Do you feel empowered by the process? Has it lead to an increase in participation (public involvement) in
development planning in Laborie? Has the process of participatory development planning continued in
Laborie? How? Could the SDPL have been achieved through a different process? How? What would be
different?
Do you have any final comments to make about the process?

!! Happy Holidays!!!
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Appendix J: Attendance Sheets and Notices for Major Consultations and Meetings Facilitated
byLDPC

PROGRAMME FOR COMMUNITY CONSULTATION TOWARDS
THE FPRMULATION OF A STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
FORLABORIE
Laborie Boy&" Primary School
Saturday. September 18, 1999

•

1G:OO A.M.

CALL TO ORDER

10:05 A.M.

BRIEF WELCOME REMARKS BY DISTRICT REP.

10:15 A.M.

·PRESENTATION OF THE PROCESS

1G:3G A.M. •

FORMULATION OF VISION (SMALL GROUPS)

11:15 A.M.

DISCUSSION OF VISION IN PLENARY

11:45 A.M.

IDENTIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT OF
CAPITAL ASSETS AND GENERAL DISCUSSION
(fl PRESEJtiTA TIONS)

12:30 P.M.

LUNCH

1:30 P.M.

PANEL DISCUSSION ON EXTERNAL FACTORS,
THREATS AND OPPORTUNITIES TO
DEVELOPMENT

3:00 P.M.

�USSION AND FORMULATION OF
:AGREEMENTS ON FOLLOW-UP STEPS
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Laborie Development elanning Committee Consultation #2
Laborie- Boys' Primary .School•:
·saturday, December 4; 1999,,,,
· 9;30 ll.JII, • 2:00 p,m.

, PROGRAMME
09:30. . WELCOME REMARKS BY C.D.O,
.09:35 . REMARKS BY DfSTRICj REPijESENTATIVE
.· 09:-45 PR<?GRESS REPORT BY COMMITTEE CONVENER.Augustine Oornmique
' ,·

'

'

''

'

'

'

y

4 ,;.

'

'j,;-

10':o,r DIStl:JSSION ON REVISED VISION
10:30 SMALL GROUP DISCUssiON TO 01;:VELOP STRATEGIC GOALS & OBJECTIVES
12:00 LUNCH
01 :00 SECTOR GROUP DISCUSSIONS TO INCLUDE
Formulalinr,. of a Vision torlhe
Sector
.

Exploring Mid Establishil?g Sectoral Linkages
'Pruentmg ideas torsectofal devt/opmenl

,·:;

which reJate·to the natural,

Sectors �iscussions
will _.:be
facilitate<! byindjviduals identified
l>elow:
, ,.,.
.......:, ....:- J ,!,•:''· ",,,.·,.,1 ,· ·
.,.... ,c•.
!"
.·.
'I:..
-«l
Human Resource/Education.Secto,:
Health
.
·,
►

Sector

►

Agriculture & Fishing (tq be de:cided???)

<

<

Youth.& SPQrts (to t;>e decided???)
<

► . Culture·& Tourism
..

'

T

02:00 CLOSING REMARKS/COMMEN S
-,,_ , K

-� ,�

99

. t

•·

LABORIE DEVELOPMENT PLANt,ING COMMITIEE
l

'!

AGBICIJLTIJU AND JISIIING, BIALTB. 4 YOUTI 4 SPORTS SICTOI CONSIJLTATIONS
i
i

Date: June 21> 2000

Time: S:00 p.m.
Ve111e: Laborie Boys• Primary Scmol

--

'

L Welcome Remades and Background Informati~ -Mr. A Dominique, Convener
2. Sector Discussions •participants
3. .Djscussion ·of Project Ideas
4. Refreshments
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